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Executive Summary 
The purpose of this Recreation Site Analysis (RSA) is to create a proposed program of work (POW) to 
improve the sustainability of recreation sites on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest (GP).  Forest staff 
completed the RSA process with input from the public in 2018-2019.  It builds on the Gifford Pinchot’s 
2008 Recreation Facility Analysis (RFA).  Both the RFA and RSA have goals of operating and maintaining 
sites to standard and reducing deferred maintenance costs, and the RSA broadens these goals to 
consider how recreation sites contribute to social stability, environmental integrity, and economic 
vitality for the forest and its communities.    

This document contains a summary of the RSA process culminating a Program of Work (POW) outlining 
management actions forest staff propose to implement at 210 developed recreation sites over six 
years, and analysis of projected results on the overall sustainability of the forest’s recreation program 
of implementing the POW.  

Forest staff reached out to the public throughout the RSA process. Public engagement included sharing 
preliminary ranking information for developed sites; sending out a stakeholder letter; attending 
collaborative group, partner, and stakeholder meetings; conducting three public workshops in local 
communities; posting RSA information online and on social media; and offering an online 
questionnaire for the public to share their views on the developed recreation sites and facilities that 
matter to them.   

Public input expressed support for raising fees or establishing new fees to be able to continue to 
operate and maintain developed recreation sites.  The public expressed a strong desire to retain toilets 
at recreation sites. Commenters also were not strongly in favor of expanding the use of commercial 
businesses operating Forest Service sites.    

This proposed POW serves as a framework from which the GP will prioritize investments over six years, 
as well as pursue changes in operations or maintenance of developed recreation sites and facilities. 
This POW recommends a six-year program of work aligned with planning requirements for external 
grant opportunities.  Proposals are consistent with the Forest Service’s National Framework for 
Sustainable Recreation and the 1990 Gifford Pinchot National Forest Land and Resource Management 
Plan, as amended. 

While the main objective of the RSA is to identify and prioritize future investments in developed 
recreation sites for six years, the RSA POW is based on the best data available in 2018-2019, and 
should be recognized as a “living” document subject to change based on a variety of factors such as 
changing budgets, new opportunities, emerging partnerships, and other changing circumstances not 
known or identified in 2018.  Because of this, the POW can be modified if projects, costs, and dates 
need to be added, edited, or dropped.  
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Below is a summary of Recreation Site Analysis results:   

Proposed Program of Work – Recommended Management Actions  

The sites listed in the Proposed Program of Work – Recommended Management Actions table (page 
10) are prioritized by sustainability score and by site name alphabetically, if scores are tied.  Proposed 
implementation start year and management options are also described.   

Implementation amounts calculated from the forest’s available funding (Congressional appropriations, 
recreation fee collections) projected out over the POW through 2023 were estimated at $1,275,100.  
Although this is less than the recommended estimate by the Forest Service Washington Office of 
$1,501,179, implementation amount estimates were based on what historically has been available in 
the forest’s budget to invest in deferred maintenance or improvement projects, after covering fixed 
costs such as employee salary, and annual operations and maintenance needs. To fully implement the 
POW over six years, alternative sources of funding from internal or external sources totaling 
$5,883,820 will be needed.   

Allocation & Revenue vs. Operations & Maintenance 

The annual cost to operate and maintain all remaining 210 of the forest’s recreation sites to regionally-
required standards is $1,339,144.  The analysis projects annual allocations would not even begin to 
cover operations and maintenance costs without the addition of fee collections revenue.  With the 
additional projected fee revenue of $1,079,522 recommended by this plan, the forest would eventually 
net approximately $1,501,179, with $162,035 remaining to address more expensive cyclic, deferred 
maintenance, or improvement projects. 

Deferred Maintenance  

While proposed Management Option Codes (MOCs) appear to be effective in adequately covering 
operations and maintenance costs, deferred maintenance (DM) is only reduced by about a third in the 
next five to six years.  DM would only be reduced from $10,844,258 to $6,701,804.  This POW does not 
fully resolve the significant problems with high DM at the Science and Learning Center at Coldwater 
Ridge, Coldwater Lake Recreation Area, and Johnston Ridge Observatory.  Several other sites have 
sizeable DM that is not fully addressed through the actions proposed in this POW, including Lava 
Canyon, Big Creek Campground, Bear Meadow Interpretive Site, Kalama Horse Camp, Pine Creek 
Information Station, Windy Ridge Interpretive Site, Cultus Creek Campground, and Sunset Falls 
Campground.  
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Recreation Site Analysis Process and Results 
A. Introduction  

In 2010, the Forest Service issued new strategic direction for the recreation program called “A 
Framework for Sustainable Recreation.”  In 2012, the Forest Service Planning Rule defined sustainable 
recreation as “the set of recreation settings and opportunities on the National Forest System that is 
ecologically, economically, and socially sustainable for present and future generations.”  This definition 
recognizes the role the recreation program plays in supporting the overall Forest Service mission of 
sustainability, asserting recreation is the primary portal through which people connect to their national 
forests.  National forest recreation plays a key role in the social stability, environmental integrity, and 
economic vitality of surrounding communities of place and associated communities of interest.  

The Pacific Northwest Region issued a Sustainable Recreation Strategy in 2016. It built upon the 
national Framework and established a “path” to move the region’s recreation programs across toward 
improved sustainability. It laid out the vision, leaders’ intent, and other critical strategic and action-
specific components required to move ahead and recommended a set of tools be employed to help 
managers make sound, sustainably-based decisions.  

In response to the Region’s Sustainable Recreation Strategy, the GP developed a Sustainable 
Recreation Strategic Framework, which led to the completion of this Recreation Site Analysis and 
Program of Work (POW). Many of the recommendations in this POW may effect a shift in how the GP 
views and delivers its recreation and tourism program toward greater sustainability. 

1. Sustainability is the lens through which forest managers make decisions.  The forest will not invest 
if it cannot sustain. 

2. The GP builds programs from an integrated forest and community perspective leading to shared 
stewardship of natural, cultural, and scenic resources.  

3. The GP invests and develops recreation management and other staff skilled in shared stewardship 
and maintaining a network of community relationships, partnerships, and citizen stewards.  

Implementing sustainable recreation is about incorporating sustainability into everyday work.  
Incorporating sustainability into recreation management requires forest staff and our partners to make 
choices about when to say “yes” or when to say “no” to a new investment or idea. It can be very 
tempting to say “yes” when initial funding is offered to support a project’s development or 
construction. However, having initial funding does not mean that the project contributes to long-term 
sustainability or the long-term goals of the recreation program.  Knowing when to say “no” or “yes” is 
important to managing for sustainability.  

 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5346549.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5346549.pdf
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B. RSA Process Description 

This document summarizes the process the forest used in 2018-2019 to develop a proposed POW that 
provides a quality, sustainable developed recreation program meeting agency standards. It was 
developed using the vision (niche) for the overall forest recreation program to guide analysis and 
proposal development, and outlines proposals specific to individual developed recreation sites.  For 
more background information about the forest’s niche, see Appendix D.  

The broad goal of this project is to manage sustainable developed recreation sites based on their 
contribution to the social stability, environmental integrity, and economic vitality of the forest and its 
communities. Those priorities will be balanced with business elements of the developed recreation 
program: operation costs, staffing, maintenance, deferred maintenance, capital investments, safety, 
and liability. This result of the analysis will be a recommended program of work with a list of prioritized 
actions to effectively manage recreation sites and contribute to sustainability on the GP.  

These recommendations were developed to update the forest’s Recreation Facility Analysis (RFA), 
originally completed in 2008. Current existing and projected visitor demands, resource conditions, 
program costs, and revenue were all considered in developing proposals.   

These RSA results will serve as a tool to help forest managers prioritize investments for six years, as 
well as pursue changes in operations or maintenance of developed recreation sites and facilities.  The 
time horizon for this POW on the GP will fulfill planning requirements for external grant opportunities.  
Proposals are consistent with the Framework for Sustainable Recreation and the GP Land and Resource 
Management Plan (Forest Plan).   

Site-specific analysis as required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and additional public 
involvement may be required prior to implementing many of the proposals, particularly those involving 
site closure and decommissioning, major construction (ground-disturbing) projects, and fee change 
proposals.  The GP will follow all processes required by laws, regulations, and policies governing the 
Forest Service.  

Proposals relating to fees will be required to follow the public involvement/notification and review 
process outlined in the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA; 16 U.S.C. 6801-6814).  

C. RSA Process Steps 

In 2018-2019, the Forest Service completed an analysis of developed recreation facilities, described 
below. After public review and input, forest staff prepared a proposed program of work for the years 
2019-2024, inclusive, on the GP.  Forest staff evaluated past activities and accomplishments, updated 
our business model, and began a new analysis of the developed recreation sites called Recreation Site 
Analysis, or RSA: 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/16/chapter-87
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Step 1 Update and correct the recreation site data (INFRA Developed Recreation Sites 
database) 

• District recreation staff identify changes and corrections needed in the 
database 

• Enterprise team specialists update the INFRA database based on input 
collected from districts 
 

Step 2 Build Initial RSA Tool and Complete Ranking/Prioritization using updated current 
data  

• Populate the national RSA Tool based on updated INFRA data 
• Rank each site using four criteria questions in each sphere of sustainability 

(social, economic, environmental), and assign selected sites to a special 
category, as appropriate, using criteria/categories developed by the Pacific 
Northwest (Region 6) (See Appendix D) 

• Provide the public opportunity to review and comment on initial ranking 
and prioritization 

 
Step 3 Develop Management Options  

• Consider a range of options for management changes and investments, 
develop proposed management actions, and assign corresponding 
Management Option Codes (MOCs) to each individual developed recreation 
site, considering public input 

• Input and document MOCs for six years in RSA Tool 
• Adjust operation costs and maintenance costs (annual and deferred) and 

fee collections to reflect effects of projected management changes over six 
years 

 
Step 4 Analyze Effects of Implementing MOCs  

• Assuming MOCs are implemented, re-rank each site using the four criteria 
questions in each sphere of sustainability (social, economic, environmental)  

 
Step 5 Develop a draft Program of Work (POW) document 

• Complete draft POW with estimated implementation dates, estimated 
costs, and projected outcomes 
 

Step 6 Review draft Program of Work with forest leadership and stakeholders 
• Internal review of draft Proposed POW 
• Public review of draft Proposed POW 
 

Step 7 Revise and prepare Final RSA POW based on internal and public review and input 
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D. RSA Public Involvement  

The forest reached out to the public in multiple formats throughout the Recreation Site Analysis 
process. The first public engagement opportunity was conducted early in the analysis process to share 
initial analysis and site rankings and to gather the public’s ideas on future management actions. Public 
engagement efforts included sharing information on the forest website and social media accounts, 
sending out a stakeholder letter, attending collaborative group, partner, and other stakeholder 
meetings, conducting three public workshops, and offering an online questionnaire for people to share 
their views on what developed recreation sites and facilities matter most to them. Nearly 500 people 
completed the questionnaire.  Forest staff compiled and synthesized all in-person, written, and virtual 
feedback received at that point.  Public input expressed support for raising or establishing new fees in 
order to continue to operate and maintain developed recreation sites. Commenters expressed strong 
desire to retain toilets at recreation sites.  Commenters were generally not in favor of expanding the 
use of commercial businesses operating Forest Service sites. 

The forest completed the draft RSA POW, providing results of the analysis and a draft proposed POW, 
and released it for a second public review period.  Word of the opportunity shared through social 
media reached over 6100 people, and the forest documented 756 views of the GP’s RSA website. 
Forty-eight comments were received in response to Facebook postings, and nine comment emails and 
letters were received.  Commenters on the draft RSA POW provided feedback on nine specific 
recreation sites and the proposed management options. Some commenters offered alternative actions 
to consider, and some commenters offered to help in some way to maintain specific sites. Comments 
on the draft RSA POW were considered when finalizing the RSA POW, and rangers and staff responded 
to individual commenters, and met or plan to meet with parties interested in exploring shared 
stewardship opportunities.   

See Appendix F for summarized results of the online questionnaire and public input received during the 
RSA planning process.   

E. RSA Products and POW Implementation Results  

The primary product of the RSA is a prioritized Program of Work detailing proposed management 
actions and investments for the developed recreation sites on the GP, as well as a number of proposed 
Programmatic Actions.  This proposed POW serves as a framework from which the GP will prioritize 
investments over six years, as well as pursue changes in operations or maintenance of developed 
recreation sites and facilities. This POW recommends a six-year program of work aligned with planning 
requirements for internal and external grant opportunities.  Proposals are consistent with the National 
Framework for Sustainable Recreation and the 1990 Gifford Pinchot National Forest Land and Resource 
Management Plan, as amended. 
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F. Proposed Program of Work – Recommended Management Actions 

The purpose of the POW is to identify and prioritize future developed recreation site improvement 
projects. This POW recommends a six-year program of work aligned with planning requirements for 
internal and external grant opportunities. Proposals are consistent with the National Framework for 
Sustainable Recreation and the 1990 Gifford Pinchot National Forest Land and Resource Management 
Plan, as amended. While the main objective of the RSA is to identify and prioritize future investments 
in developed recreation sites for six years, the RSA POW is based on the best data available in 2018-
2019 and should be recognized as a “living” document. As such, the POW can be modified if projects, 
costs, available funding, partner stewardship, and dates need to be added, edited, or dropped. 

The Forest’s recreation sites displayed in the table below are listed in priority order, sorted first by 
sustainability score and then by the special category, if appropriate.  After that, when two or more 
sites have the same score the sites are listed first by unit (first Mount St. Helens, then Mount Adams, 
then Cowlitz Valley Ranger Districts,) then alphabetically by name.  Management Actions Option Code 
(MOC) definitions can be found in Appendix B, and a more detailed POW – Recommended 
Management Actions Table is included in Appendix F.  

SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

GOVERNMENT MINERAL 
SPRINGS GS 

LOOKOUT/CABIN 
I4 2020 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase cabin 
rental fee. L1: Replace/repair: Continue to replace/repair cabin 
facilities and improve cabin furnishings as needed. Roof 
replacement needed in 2020.  

PETERSON CABIN I4, L2 2019 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase cabin 
rental fee.  L2: Replace/repair grey water, drain field. Convert 
nonfunctional propane lights to alternative power source.  
Alternative source of funding $15,000.  

JOHNSTON RIDGE 
OBSERVATORY 

I4, F16, 
F17, L2 2020 

 L2: Systematically fix major systems over the next five years.  I4 
Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site or convert site to 
Monument Pass fee site.  F16: Add Gate. F17: Add a toilet 
building. Vault/green flush toilet needed in parking area for 
when visitor center is closed. Inside toilets only accessible when 
VC is open and staffed. Estimated cost of $908,820 need from 
an alternative source (CIP, Grants, other Partnerships needed to 
leverage fee funding) 

PETERSON PRAIRIE CG L2 2020 
L2: Replace/repair bulletin boards, other campground minor 
constructed features. Alternate source of funding needed 
$2000. Potential G-T project, if sufficient funding available. 
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

NORTH FORK GCG L1 2020 

L1: Replace 4 picnic tables/fire rings in FY2020; investigate 
waterline to group site repair needs and fix when G-T or CIP 
money is available. Alternative source of funding for water 
system repairs needed $12,000. Potential G-T or CIP Project. 

IRON CREEK PG I4, H6, 
D5 2020 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Re-establish as 
REA fee site under existing authority. H5: Potentially contract 
with partner or concessioner to provide O&M of site. D5 
Remove cost source: Remove one underutilized and aging picnic 
shelter (may be repurposed elsewhere).  Predicted revenue 
$1500. 

LA WIS WIS PG L2 2020 

L2: Coordinate with Heritage to repair historic picnic shelter 
(roof shingles/shakes replacement). Evaluate need for 
repair/replace footbridge.  Potential G-T or partnership funded 
projects, funding $5000.  

SCIENCE AND LEARNING 
CENTER AT COLDWATER 

I3, H6, 
L2 2020 

H6: Pursue all other options to operate site via concession, 
partner agreement, or other.  L2: Repair only what needs to be 
fixed to convey site to concessionaire or partner.  If all other 
options fail, decommission site. No source of funding currently 
identified. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Resume charging fee in the winter to offset O&M 
until change in operator can be implemented. Re-establish 
Monument standard amenity fee for site or convert site to 
Monument Pass fee site. Site is an approved Monument Pass 
Site.  Alternative funding needed to reduce DM estimated 
$1,800,000. 

PANTHER CREEK CG L2 2021 
L2:  Replace signs, site markers, tent pads, garbage cans, other 
furnishings as needed. Potential G-T project. $10,500 alternative 
funding needed.   

PARADISE CREEK CG L1, L2 2019 

Multi-year Project. L2: Replace/repair failing hand pump (may 
need to drill new well) Alternative source of funding needed 
$15,000. L1: FY21 or FY22 Replace one toilet with precast 
concrete vault, other minor constructed features as needed. 
Alternative funding source needed for toilet $40,000. Potential 
G-T or CIP Project.   

HUMMOCKS TH I3, F12, 
F17 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site.  F12 (Improve visitor information and bulletin boards): 
Fee area kiosk and fee tube would need to be added. F17: Add a 
toilet building.  Alternate funding needed $40,000. 
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

WOODS CREEK 
WATCHABLE WILDLIFE 

INTERP 
L1, L2 2022 

L1: Replace toilet with precast concrete vault; L2: 
restore/improve parking lot. Alternative source of funding 
needed $20,000 for toilet. Possible fee spenddown project.  

MOSS CREEK CG L1, L2 2020 

L2: $5000 to investigate water system repair needs in FY20.  
Repair water system (line break to lower campsites near creek). 
L1: Replace one failed toilet. When additional funding available 
replace last two old toilets. Alternative source of funding 
needed for toilets and water system repairs $120,000. Potential 
G-T or CIP projects. 

CAT CREEK CHIMNEY CG H1, K2, 
F9 2022 

H1:  Change to concession operated fee site; K2, F9: reconstruct 
and upgrade to developed campground standards (DS2). This 
will need alternate source of funding es.t $25,000.  

IRON CREEK CG L1, L2, 
L3 2019 

Multi-year Project. L1: Compete water system generator and 
electrical control systems repairs, 2019 funded G-T Project. 
Future G-T Projects: 12 table replacements (critical, replace 
2020, $7200); L3: Total of 49 tables and 99 fire ring 
replacements eventually needed over next 6-10 years. Water 
tank replacement in next 5 years; water distribution system 
replacement needed eventually, possibly within next 5 years, 
design/contract prep needed and should begin in FY2020 or 
2021.  Needed funding totals more than available G-T funding. 
Alternative source of funding needed est. at $600,000.  

RED MOUNTAIN 
LOOKOUT 

I3, K3, 
H2 2022 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for recreation lodging rental as part of forest cabin rental 
program. H2: Potentially partner with Heritage and Volunteers 
to complete repairs of lookout, with goal of K3: converting site 
to recreation rental.  Will need to install toilet and minimal 
furnishings.  Alternative source of funding $40,000.  Consider 
alternative to operate via concession or other partnership 
agreement (does not require FLREA process).  

CAT CREEK CG H1, L1 2020 H1: Change to Concession operated fee site. L1: Replace 4 fire 
rings, potential G-T project.  

TAKHLAKH DAY USE 
AREA PG 

F6, I4, 
H6 2020 

I4/H6: Fee Change. Site is currently Concession fee day use site.  
Re-establish as REA fee site under existing authority, contract 
with partner or concessioner to provide O&M of site. Amount of 
fee charged will not change. F6: Repair/rehabilitate boat ramp. 
Alternative source of funding for permanent boat ramp 
improvements needed est. $25,000. Potential stewardship 
funded project, or other grant funding.  
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

PETERSON PRAIRIE 
GROUP GCG 

L2 2021 

L2: Delineate group camp area by installing traffic control 
features, better delineating camping/congregating/parking 
areas, add aggregate to road to control dust. Will need redesign 
and reconstruction.  Alternative source of funding needed 
$20,000 (G-T project)  

LOWER FALLS 
RECREATION AREA 

L1, F10, 
I4, J1 2019 

L1: Replace 5 nonfunctional composting toilets as part of 2019 
fee spenddown. J1: Increase day use capacity, F10: increase 
staff presence. I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA):  Increase campground fees.  Fees and CIP funding 
used = $444,000. 

WALUPT LAKE CG L1, L3, 
I4/H6 2022 

L1: Fix waterline leak/break, and repair/replace water system 
pump. L3: Eventually replace 35 tables and 41 fire rings with 
accessible furnishings. I4/H6: Fee Change. Site is currently a 
Concession day use fee site. Re-establish Walupt Day Use site as 
REA fee site under existing authority, contract with partner or 
concessioner to provide O&M of site. Amount of fee charged 
will not change Alternative source of funding needed $20,000 

SOUTH COLDWATER TH I3, F17, 
F12 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Establish 
Monument standard amenity fee for site or convert site to 
Monument Pass fee site. F12: Improve signage/bulletin boards. 
F17 (add a toilet): Alternate funding needed for toilet $30,000 

LA WIS WIS CG L1, L2, 
L3, K3 2021 

L1:  Replace broken/damaged tables and fire rings asap; L3 
Eventually replace all 75 tables and 100 fire rings to improve 
accessibility $67,500.  L2: Replace 2 toilets, remove and replace 
flush toilet in A Loop. This will need alternate source of funding 
$70,000. Potential G-T Projects.  Replace water distribution 
system, and additional option to complete installation of 
electrical service to Guard Station.  K3: Pursue conversion of GS 
to rec rental. Alternative source of funding will be needed for 
water distribution/electrical service installation, $800,000. 

WAKEPISH SP L1, K2, 
I3 2022 

L1: Replace composting toilet with precast concrete vault. F16: 
Add gate. This will need alternate source of funding $33,500. I3 
Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for reservable group camp. K2: Convert to a reservable group 
campsite outside of sno-park season.  

LOOWIT INTERP I3, F12 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. F12 Improve visitor information and bulletin boards. 
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

COLDWATER LAKE 
PICNIC AND BOATING 

F16, D5, 
I3, L2, 
H6 

2020 

D5/L2 Complete reconstruction/repairs of site facilities as 
needed, downsizing and selecting more sustainable 
facilities/solutions. H6 (Change operator): Pursue concession 
and partnership options. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Re-establish Monument standard amenity fee for 
site or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Site is approved 
Monument Pass Site. F16 Add fee tubes/machines and 
additional signage.  Alternative source of funding needed for a 
total of $834,000. Potential CIP project, fees would only be 
available if the site is an operating fee site.  

GOTCHEN GUARD 
STATION 

I3, K3, 
F16 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for recreation lodging rental, K3: as part of forest cabin rental 
program. F16: Purchase/install cabin furnishings, some could be 
built by volunteers. Alternative source of funding $35,000. 
Partner with Heritage. Consider alternative to operate via 
concession or other partnership agreement (does not require 
FLREA process).  

SUNSET FALLS CG L1, H6, 
I4 2020 

I4: Fee Change. Day use area is currently a concession fee site. 
Re-establish Sunset Day Use Area as REA fee site under existing 
authority, contract with partner or concessioner to provide 
O&M of site. Amount of day use fee charged will not change. 
Replace 2 tables ($1200) Begin replacing toilets and 
campground/day use furnishings as needed.  Alternative source 
of funding needed $150,000. Potential CIP or G-T funded 
project.  H6: Begin evaluating alternatives to concession 
operation. Keep in Concession permit until alternative 
partnership opportunity is identified.  

ADAMS FORK CG L1 2020 

L1: Replace 4 picnic tables in FY2020 (critical need). Eventually 
replace 3 more picnic tables, 25 fire rings with accessible 
furnishings. Alternative source of funding needed for complete 
project est. at $11,000. Potential G-T Project.  

BEAVER CG F1, 
L1/L2 2023 

F1: Evaluate feasibility and sustainability of installing electrical 
hookups to some sites in campground. L1/L2: Repair or replace 
toilet in group site. Alternate source of funding needed $50,000 

CASTLE LAKE 
VIEWPOINT INTERP 

F13, I3 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Either implement 
new Standard Amentiy fee site, or include in Monument-wide 
fee plan, if that option is more viable. F13: Improve signage. 

FALLS CREEK FALLS TH I3, F16, 
F12 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fees 
for standard amenity day use site (NWFP). F12, F16: Install fee 
tube, fee signs, other minor site furnishings.    
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(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
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MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

NORTH FORK CG L1, F9, 
J1 2021 

L1: FY20 $63500 to complete contract to replace campground 
water system generator, replace two tables, and complete prep 
work/clean-up of close section of CG.  K: Recommission closed 
section of campground (12 sites) after site restoration work 
done; replace toilet and campsite furnishings. Potential G-T, or 
this will need alternate source of funding $50,000. 

ICE CAVE PG D3, D4 2021 
D3 Remove cost source: Continue and improve operation of 
main picnic site, take out unused features in old unused 
camping loop, including 1 toilet.   

BIG CREEK CG L1, H6 2020 

L1: Replace 33 tables and 30 fire rings with accessible 
furnishings. Potential G-T project over the next 5-10 years.  
Replace 2 old inaccessible vault toilets. Potential G-T or CIP 
Project. Alternative source of funding needed totaling $100,000.  
H6: Continue to explore partnership opportunities for 
alternative campground operators. Keep in forest-wide 
concession campground permit unless more sustainable 
alternative partner agreement is identified.   

BLUE LAKE CREEK CG L1 2021 L1: Replace 3 picnic tables, G-T project. Replace toilet with CXT, 
this needs alternate source of funding $30,000. 

CHAMBERS LAKE K1, H1, 
F9 2023 

K1: complete design narrative and site plan to upgrade to 
improve camping area to developed campground standards. F9: 
Reconstruct campground. H1: Change to concession fee site 
This will need alternate source of funding $50,000.  

CODY HC H1 2020 H1: Change operator. Change to concession operation in 2020, 
add to concession permit package.  

OLALLIE LAKE CG L1, F7 2020 

L1: Replace 5 fire rings (G-T Project). F7: Repair/improve boat 
access in next 3-5 years, possible G-T project (lower priority) or 
alternative source of funding needed $15,000, pursue state 
grant funding or stewardship funding.    

WALUPT HC L1 2022 L1:   Replace 15 tables, 9 fire rings.  G-T Project. 

INDEPENDENCE PASS TH I4, F12 2020 

F12. Improve signage. I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

ELK ROCK OS 
F12, 
F13, 
F16, I3 

2021 

F12/F13/F16 (Improve signing), Add fee sign, F16 (add fee 
machine). ($2000-2500 for fee machine assumed).  I3 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. 

META LAKE INTERP I4, F12 2020 

F12 Improve signage. I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 
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WINDY RIDGE INTERP D5, L1, 
I4 2021 

L1/D5 (change to site design): Downgrade existing toilet 
building to a smaller non custom built vault toilet.  I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase Monument 
standard amenity fee for site or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. Alternate funding needed $50,000.  

INDIAN 
RACETRACK\UPPER 

MCCLELLAN TH 
NC1   

    

MCCLELLAN OS NC1       

OKLAHOMA CG D8, L2 2019 
D8: Decommission one hand pump/well.  L2: Repair furnishings 
as needed Potential G-T project or alternative source of funding 
needed $2000.  

THOMAS LAKE #111 TH L2 2021 

Pursue other management solutions for overcrowding and 
parking beyond capacity of site, such as limiting wilderness 
permits. Improve signage and traffic control devices as needed.   
Alternative funding source needed for improved signage $1000.   

TOWER ROCK CG L1 2021 L1:   Replace 22 fire rings/tables with accessible furnishings, G-T 
Project.  

GOOSE LAKE DAY USE NC1 2020 
No change. Continue operating as a FLREA Standard Amenity 
Fee Site. Pursue partner assistance for O&M (Concessionaire or 
other partner) 

HEMLOCK RECREATION 
AREA 

L2, H2 2021 
L2:   Replace/repair constructed features as needed. H2: Pursue 
partnership agreement to provide for operations and 
maintenance of site.  Alternative funding source needed $5000  

MT. RAINIER-GOAT 
ROCKS OS 

NC1   
    

TAKHLAKH LAKE CG L1 2021 L1: FY20 or 21 Replace 15 tables. Eventually replace 54 fire rings 
and 14 tables with accessible furnishings, G-T Project 

CLIMBERS BIVOUAC TH 
F12, 
F13, J1, 
I4 

2021 

F12 Improve visitor information and bulletin boards: Replace 
existing fee board and fee tube with metal kiosk and built in fee 
tube.  F13 (Improve signage): Replace existing directional 
signage. “No Visitor Center” signs needed along FR83. J1 
Improve and slightly increase parking area capacity. I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase Monument 
standard amenity fee for site or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. 

MINERS CAR INTERP I4, F12 2021 

F12 Improve signage.  I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 
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PINE CREEK INFO H2 2020 

H2: Pursue continuing operating the site through expanded 
partnerships, or concession.  Currently staffed by DYNW, MSHI, 
Cowlitz Tribe, NCEMS. K2/K3: Study alternative future uses of 
site.  

GOVERNMENT MINERAL 
SPRINGS CG 

I4, L1 2021 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
campground fees. L1: With anticipated increased fee collections 
improve/replace tables and fire rings and improve accessibility 
of campsites. Alternative source of funding needed $5000.  

SOUTH CLIMB #183 TH F9, F10, 
I3 2021 

F9: Replace 2 toilets, reconstruct trailhead parking area, 
improve and delineate bivouac camping for climbers. I3 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Possible new expanded 
amenity fee for new bivouac camping at site.  Alternative source 
of funding needed for a total of $200,000.  

KEENES HC L1 2023 L1: Needs 14 new fire rings, potential future G-T project. 

FLATTOP SP L2 2022 
L2: Replace/repair features. Toilet may need to be replaced in 
next 5 years.  Needs alternative source of funding $30,000 
(State SP funds, Volunteers)  

GOOSE LAKE CG 
H1, L1, 
F9, F17, 
J1 

2020 

H1: Convert CG back to Concession operation, add to 
concession permit package. (Day Use will remain a FS fee site). 
L1: Replace one toilet in campground. Alternative source of 
funding needed $30,000. F9/F17/J1: Evaluate developing 
adjacent dispersed site to expand capacity of the developed 
site. New development needs alternative source of funding, 
$100,000.   

SODA SPRINGS CG & TH L1, H1 2020 

H1: Change operator, add to concession permit in 2020. L1: 
Replace toilet with precast concrete vault (2021 project). This 
will need alternate source of funding $50,000, potential G-T, or 
CIP project with G-T match.  

HARMONY VIEWPOINT 
INTERP/TH 

I4, F12 2021 

F12. Improve signage; I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site, 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 
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APE CAVE INTERP F7, I4, 
L1, H6 2020 

Multi-year Project.  FY20 L1: Replace existing toilets with 
precast concrete toilets (FY19 Fee Spenddown Project). FY21-22 
F7: (Add amenities): Install cave gates ($85,000) and small 
amphitheater along access trail ($75,000).  I4 Fee Change 
(requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase Monument 
standard amenity fee for site or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. Charge a Special Recreation Permit per person fee for 
cave entrance/tours. H6 (Change operator): Pursue concession 
and partnership options.  Needs may be beyond available fee 
collections funding. Alternative funding sources will likely be 
needed to complete project at this site for a total of $160,000.  

KALAMA HC H1, F8, 
L1 2020 

H1 (Change Operator, Concession): Add to G/T permit and allow 
reservations with recreation.gov.  F8 (Add a host site): Improve 
host site with amenities that a long-time host would require. L1 
(Replace toilet). Put site into Recreation.gov and make stock 
sites reservable.  Alternate funding source needed $50,000. G-T 
funding could be used to provide a match for CIP or other grant 
funding. 

TRAIL OF TWO FORESTS 
INTERP 

F9, L1, 
I4, J1 2021 

F9/J1/L1: Reconstruct/increase capacity of parking area, replace 
toilet, improve accessibility of picnic area. Boardwalk trail will 
also need to be replaced in next 5 years (Related trails project). 
I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site or convert site to 
Monument Pass fee site. Alternative source of funding will likely 
be needed for a total of $100,000. Fee collections could be used 
to provide a match for CIP or grant funding. 

ATKISSON GROUP CG L2, L1 2020 

L1/L2: Replace toilet, warming shelter roof and stove; need 
alternative source of funding $30,000. Potential G-T funding 
could provide match for additional CIP and/or State SP Grant. 
(Pursue funding matches from both State Parks and G-T funds 
as facilities benefit both programs.) 

ATKISSON SP L1 2020 

Replace toilet, warming shelter roof and stove; need alternative 
source of funding $30,000. Potential G-T funding could provide 
match for additional CIP and/or State SP Grant. (Pursue funding 
matches from both State Parks and G-T funds as facilities 
benefit both programs.) 

KOSHKO SP L1 2021 

 I4: Begin charging fees as new reservable group site in summer. 
L2:  Update signage, add minimal furnishings, and gate. Toilet 
will also need replacement eventually.  Alternative funding 
source needed $25,000 (State Parks/Fees?) 

LANGFIELD FALLS TH NC1       
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MCCLELLAN MEADOWS 
SP 

NC1   
    

MOSQUITO LAKES 
BOATING 

NC1   
    

OLD MAN PASS SP D3, L1 2019 

Multi-year Project. Replace/repair sign, bulletin board. D3: 
Eventually phase out 1 underutilized toilet as it reaches end of 
useful design life. No source of forest funding available for these 
projects. Alternative source of funding needed $2500 for 
signage replacements. Contact WA State Parks about partnering 
on sno-park project needs. 

SILVER STAR TH F10 2020 

F10: Increase law enforcement presence, repair/replace signage 
and reinforce vehicle control devices.  Alternative funding 
source for vehicle control devices, est. need $3000. (Possible 
source Stewardship funding?)  Does not include costs of FSR 
4109 road heavy maintenance/reconstruction.   

SLEEPING BEAUTY TH NC1       

PALISADES OS L1, H6, 
D3, D4 2021 

L1:  Replace interpretive signs, restore viewing opportunity (veg 
treatment/pruning needed). H6: Explore partner options for site 
operation. D3/4: And/or removing cost sources (decommission 
toilet and tables). This will need alternate source of funding for 
sign replacement $5000, $25,000 for decommissioning 
toilet/amenities.  

EAST CRATER TH I3, F17, 
K1 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fees 
for standard amenity day use site (NWFP). F17/K1: install 
additional site improvements, including toilet, bulletin 
board/informational signage, garbage receptacle, other 
required SAF amenities. Needs alternative source of funding 
$30,000 

FORLORN LAKES CG I4, L1, 
L2 2020 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees. L1/L2: Continue to improve sites and road 
access over next 6 years.  Funding sources fee collections or CIP. 
Alternative source of funding needed $20,000.  

GOVERNMENT MINERAL 
SPRINGS SP 

NC1   
    

CREST CAMP TH I3, L1 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Begin charging 
fees for standard amenity day use site. Install additional 
required site improvements.  Begin charging SAF day use fees 
(NWFP site); :1"replace picnic tables with accessible furnishings.  

LONE BUTTE SP L1, L2 2023    Replace toilets with 1 precast concrete vault, replace signs, 
bulletin board.  Alternative funding source needed $30,000 
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CEDAR CREEK 
VIEWPOINT INTERP 

F13, I3 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. F13: Improve signage. 

DONNYBROOK INTERP I3 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. Monument site with roadside parking, interpretive 
signs, accessible pathways and extensive stone walls.   

TROUT LAKE CREEK CG NC1        

TWIN FALLS CG 
F16, 
F12, I3, 
K2, L2 

2020 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for reservable group camp. K2: Convert to a reservable group 
campsite.  L1/L2: Replace/repair picnic tables, fire rings, F16: 
install gate. Potential funding sources fee collections, CIP, or 
external grants.  

ORR CREEK SP L1, I3 2023 

L1: Replace toilet, repair/restore parking lot surface. This will 
need alternate source of funding $30,000. I3 Fee Change 
(requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee for 
reservable group camp. Convert to a reservable group campsite 
outside of sno-park season.  

YELLOWJACKET PONDS 
PG 

K3, F7, 
H1, J1 2023 

K3: Complete further evaluation of feasibility to convert to 
group picnic/camping site. F7: Add fire rings/picnic tables. 
H1/H2:  Change operator (Possibly Cispus or addition to 
concession permit). Change name Yellowjacket Group Site. This 
will need alternate source of funding $10,000, possible future G-
T project. 

BEAR MEADOW INTERP 
D3, F12, 
F16, I4, 
L1 

2021 

D3: Remove 1 non-accessible double vault toilet. L1 Replace 
existing composting toilet to a double vault toilet (CXT).  I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase Monument 
standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site.  F16 (Install automated satellite fee machine, replaces 
fee tube). Alternate funding sources needed for toilet removal 
and upgrade, $75,000. 

MARBLE MOUNTAIN 
SP/TH 

L1, F12, 
I3, H3 2021 

F6 (Upgrade existing features): Replace existing composting 
toilet with vault toilet. F12: Replace climbing register with a 
metal kiosk.  I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Begin charging Standard Amenity fee when not 
operating as sno-park, OR include in Monument-wide Pass fee 
plan, if that option is more viable.  Establish fee for expanded 
amenity summer shelter rentals. Alternate funding source 
needed $80,000. 
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WICKY SHELTER I3, D3 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for reservable group camp.  install additional required site 
improvements as needed.  Convert to reservable group site.  
D3: Remove cost source:  Remove old pit toilet. Alternative 
funding source needed $5000. 

CAMP HOWE H2, L1, 
L2 2021 

H2: Pursue formal partnership agreement with County, local 
Club or Community Group to formally adopt and 
operate/maintain site, via SUP or other formal partnership 
agreement. L1/L2: In future replace toilets with an accessible 
precast concrete toilet and repair or replace picnic shelter. 
Alternate source of funding needed $30,000.  

BLAST EDGE INTERP F12, I3 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. F12 Replace interpretive panels.  

SMITH CREEK (99 ROAD) 
TH 

I3, F12 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. F12: Replace signs. 

SMITH CREEK 
PICNIC/VIEWPOINT 

INTERP 
D3, I4  2021 

D3: Remove cost source. Remove toilet. I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal review/approval 
process, per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee 
for site, or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Alternative 
source of funding needed $25,000. 

CURLY CREEK FALLS TH F9, L1, 
I3 2022 

F9: Pursue improvement of trailhead and larger Lewis River Trail 
Project, as potential FLTP project. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Begin charging fees for standard amenity day use 
site (NWFP). L1: Replace toilet with single CXT, rehabilitate 
existing parking, improve/replace signage. Needs alternative 
source of funding $30,000  

LEWIS RIVER (QUARTZ 
CR BR) TH 

L1, L2 2023 
 L1/L2: Replace/repair sign/bulletin board. Improvement 
trailhead at this site if FLTP funding becomes available for larger 
Lewis River Trail Project.  

LEWIS RIVER BRIDGE 
LOWER (RD 9039) TH 

I3, F17, 
K1, F12, 
F9 

2022 

F9: Pursue improvement of trailhead and larger Lewis River Trail 
Project, as potential FLTP project. F12/F17: Install toilet, bulletin 
board/signage to convert site to higher DS TH. I3 Fee Change 
(requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fees for 
standard amenity day use site (NWFP). Needs alternative source 
of funding $50,000.   
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LEWIS RIVER HC K2, I4, 
L1 2020 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees.  K1: Change site type to campground open to 
non-stock family camping, retaining 1-2 stock-only campsites. 
L1: Replace toilet. Remove other unneeded stock facilities. 
Alternative funding source needed $40,000. 

MT. ADAMS HC F16, I4, 
J1 2020 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees.  J1/F16:  Construct new campsites (2-3 new 
sites), replace/repair facilities/furnishings as needed. 
Alternative source of funding needed $12,000 (BCH funding 
request or future fee investment) 

NATURAL BRIDGES TH L2 2023 Replace/repair sign, bulletin board alternative funding source 
needed $500 

PINESIDE SP NC1       

TRAPPER CREEK TH NC1        

WILLIAMS MINE PCT TH L2 2022 Replace/repair signs, features. Alternative funding source 
needed $1000 

WHISTLE PUNK TH L1/L2 2023 

L1/L2: Replace/repair toilet, also minor constructed features as 
needed with fee collections. Interpretive panels need complete 
replacement. Alternative source of funding for interp. panels 
needed $10,000.  Pursue partnership with community group or 
other volunteer group to adopt the site.  

SNOWGRASS HIKERS TH F17, F7, 
I3 2021 

F17/F7: Install toilet, picnic table, garbage can, and 
replace/improve signage. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Begin charging fees for standard amenity day use 
site (NWFP). This will need alternate source of funding $30K. 
Predicted revenue $6500. 

GRASSY KNOLL TH L2 2021 L2:   Bulletin board and sign repairs. Alternative funding source 
needed $500 

KILLEN CREEK CG L1 2021 L1:   Replace 9 fire rings (G-T). Replace toilet. This will need 
alternate source of funding $30K. Potential G-T Project.  

LAYSER CAVE INTERP L2 2022 L2:   Improve signage and trail/viewpoint structures. Need 
alternative source of funding $5000.  

CULTUS CREEK CG F9, L1, 
I4 2021 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees.  F9/L1: Replace toilets, change parking area 
for trailheads. Need alternative source of funding $40,000 (fee 
revenues) 
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LAVA CANYON INTERP F9, L1, 
I4, F12 2021 

F12: Upgrade bulletin board, signage and fee tube as soon as 
possible.  F9/L1: (major reconstruction/upgrade): Reconstruct 
and improve site by installing new toilet, repave/stripe parking 
area, new picnic tables, and new animal proof trash cans). I4 
Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to 
Monument Pass fee site.  Alternative source of funding needed 
$100,000.  

SNOW KING SP NC1       

CASCADE PEAKS INTERP H2, I3, 
F16 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge Monument 
standard amenity fee for site, or convert site to Monument Pass 
fee site. H2 (Change Operator or Workforce): Explore options 
with communities in and around Randle and organizations such 
as White Pass Scenic Byway. F16: Increase/improve services. 

COUGAR SP NC1   

 NC1 (No Change): At this time no change but eventually would 
like to reevaluate and possibly decommission this site and 
advertising Kalama Horse Camp as a sno-park in the winter 
months. 

PETERSON PRAIRIE INFO NC1        

HORSESHOE LAKE CG L1 2020 L1: Replace 1 picnic table, 2 fire rings, repair access road ($2K). 
Potential G-T Projects.  

PACKWOOD LAKE TH NC1       

COUNCIL LAKE CG L1, K2  2022 
L1: Replace toilet. K2: Develop Design Narrative/Site Plan for 
future of site. This needs alternate source of funding $25K. 
Pursue Stewardship funding?  

SKATE CREEK SP NC1       

BASKET TREE INTERP L1 2021 L1:   Replace interpretive panels. Alternative source of funding 
needed, $2500. Seek Heritage support or other partnership.  

CLEAR LOST TH H3 2020 H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

APE CANYON TH 
F12, 
F13, I4, 
I5 

2021 

 F12 (Improve visitor information and bulletin boards): Install a 
new metal two panel kiosk with built in fee tube and map of the 
local trail system. F13 (Improve signing): Improve fee area and 
directional signage leading into site.  Once fee tube and signage 
is installed increase compliance efforts.  I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal review/approval 
process, per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee 
for site or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

BIG HUCKLEBERRY PCT 
TH 

L2 2023 
L2:   Replace/repair signs. Alternative funding source needed 
$500 

DIVIDE CAMP #112 TH L2 2019 L2: Replace/repair billboards, alternative funding source needed 
$500 
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FILLOON TH NC1       

KILLEN CREEK #113 TH L2 2022 L2:   Replace/repair bulletin board. Alternative funding source 
needed $1000 (WSP?) 

LEMEI TH L2 2021 L2:   Replace/repair sign/bulletin board. Alternative funding 
source needed $1000 

LITTLE HUCKLEBERRY 
#49 TH 

NC1   
    

LOWER BUCK CR #54 TH NC1       

MIDDLE FALLS TH F13, F9, 
F17, I3 2022 

F9/F13/F17: Pursue improvement of trailhead and larger Lewis 
River Trail Project, as potential FLTP project. Improve trailhead, 
install new toilet, sign, bulletin board, improve parking/increase 
capacity. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Begin charging fees for standard amenity day use 
site (NWFP). Needs alternative source of funding $50,000 
(potential FLTP project) 

MIDDLE TH NC1       

MORRISON CREEK CG F9, H4, 
I3 2021 

F9:  Repair/improvement of campground needed (reconstruct 
road, install new picnic tables and rings). I3 Fee Change 
(requires public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee for 
campground.  Alternative source of funding needed, $30,000 

POTATO HILL PCT TH D7 2022 D7: Remove cost source: Remove horse ramp. Alternative 
funding source needed $1000 

SAWTOOTH PCT TH NC1       

SODA PEAKS TH NC1       

SPENCER BUTTE TH NC1       

STARWAY NC1       

TROUT CREEK PCT TH NC1       

WRIGHT MEADOWS 
(RD.90) TH 

L2 2023 
L2:   Replace/repair signs, features. Alternative funding source 
needed $1000 

BERRY PATCH TH NC1       

BLUE LAKE ORV TH NC1       

JOHNSON CREEK SP NC1       

BLUFF MOUNTAIN TH L2 2023 L2:   Replace/repair sign. Alternative funding source needed 
$500 
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

LAHAR VIEWPOINT 
INTERP 

I4, I5, 
F12, F13 2021 

 F12 (Improve visitor information): Install a new metal kiosk 
with built in fee tube and improve interpretive signage. F13 
(Improve signage): Improve directional signage to the site. I4 
Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site or convert site to 
Monument Pass fee site. I5 (Increase fee compliance efforts)  

EAST FORK NC1       

PIPELINE TRAILHEAD NC1       

BIG HOLLOW TH L2 2023 L2:   Replace/repair sign/bulletin board. Alternative funding 
source needed $500 

SMITH BUTTE SP NC1        

TILLICUM CG I4, L2  2020 

I4 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
campground fees. L2: Replace/repair minor constructed 
features in campsites. Alternative funding source needed $5000 
for road repairs  

MIDDLE SERVICE TH NC1       

FALLS CREEK HC L1, L2, 
I3 2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for campground. L1/L2: Replace/repair features (highlines) and 
begin charging fees. Alternative funding source needed $1000 

SIOUXON TH 
F17, 
F13, I3, 
J1 

2021 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fees 
for standard amenity day use site (NWFP Site). F13/F17/J1: 
Install new toilet, picnic table, improve signage and expand 
parking.  Needs alternative source of funding $25,000. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW REC. 
CLUB 

F17, H3, 
I3 2023 

I3 Fee Change (requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin charging fee 
for reservable group camp. H3: Existing partners to continue 
operations and maintenance of site until site converted to fee 
site. F17: Need accessible toilet. Needs alternative source of 
funding $35,000. 

SURPRISE LAKES D3, D4, 
E2 2021 

D3/D4: Remove Cost Source, E2 Reduce services.  Remove 
features and reduce services consistent with Development Scale 
2 site. Continue to manage site as low DS site.  Pursue 
partnership to assist with management of site. Alternative 
source of funding needed $5000.  

SODA SPRINGS STOCK 
TH 

H3, F6 2022 
 H3:  Increase use of volunteers; F6: improve hitching rail; 
remove loading ramp 
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

NORWAY PASS TH I4, F12 2021 

F12 Improve signage. I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA):  Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

MIDWAY PCT TH H3 2020 H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

ELK PASS (BOUNDARY 
TR) TH 

NC1   
NC1:   Continue low service level at this site 

LOWER MONTE CARLO 
TH 

NC1   
    

MOSQUITO PCT TH NC1       

MUDDY MEADOWS #13 
TH 

L2 2023 
L2:   Replace/repair sign, bulletin board. Alternative source of 
funding needed $500 

OBSERVATION PEAK TH L2 2023    Replace/repair sign, bulletin board alternative funding source 
needed $500 

PLACID LAKE #29 TH NC1       

SALT CREEK TH NC1       

SERVICE TH NC1       

SNIPES MOUNTAIN TH NC1       

STAGMAN RIDGE TH L2 2022 L2:    Replace/repair signs and other features. Alternative 
funding source needed $500 

CARLTON CREEK TH F16 2020 F16: Relocate TH below the washout. Site already exists, just 
needs signs relocated and installed at new site. 

GRAND MEADOWS PCT 
TH 

NC1   
    

BLUE LAKE HIKER TH H3 2020 H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

JUNE LAKE TH F9, F17, 
J1, I3 2021 

F9/J1:  Reconstruct and improve site to better accommodate 
existing use, redesigning the parking area, F17 adding a toilet 
and other required amenities.  I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal review/approval process, 
per FLREA): Charge Monument standard amenity fee for site or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site.  Alternative source of 
funding needed $40,000 

MONUMENT ENTRY (83 
ROAD) INTERP 

K1 2019 
K1 (Site Conversion): Reduce and maintain to lower 
Development Scale 2.  

CEDAR FLATS TH H3 2019 

H3:  Volunteer Group (OGWBS) have adopted site and will 
continue to perform O&M at site, and repair/replace signs, 
benches, etc.  Management oversight responsibilities returned 
to MSHNVM.  

CROFTON RIDGE #73 
EAST TH 

D3 2021 
D3 Remove cost source:  Remove toilet (potentially move toilet 
to site where facility is needed). Alternative source of funding 
needed, $10,000.  
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

COLEMAN WEEDPATCH 
TH 

H3 2020 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

LAKE CHRISTINE TH H3 2020 H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

GLACIER VIEW TH H3 2020 H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

GREEN RIVER HC K1, K2 2020 

K1/K2 (Site Conversion: Change Development Scale): Reduce to 
a lower development scale (DS2) camp area. Keep picnic tables, 
firer rings, existing toilet and trailhead improvements.  Work in 
partnership (possible adopt-a-site) with BCH clubs to repair and 
maintain high lines.  

ANGRY MOUNTAIN TH H3 2021 H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

HIGH ROCK 
/GREENWOOD LAKE TH 

H3 2020 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

LILY BASIN TH H3 2020 H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

QUARTZ CREEK BIG 
TREES INTERP 

D3, K1 2020 
D3 Remove cost source:  K1:  Remove old vandalized toilet, 
reduce development scale of Trailhead to DS2 

JACKPOT LAKE TH H3 2020 H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

COLD SPRING INDIAN CG L1, H2 2022 
H2: Pursue partnership agreement for operation and 
maintenance of this site. L1: Two toilets need to be replaced. 
Need alternative source of funding $40,000 

CROFTON RIDGE #73 
WEST TH 

NC1   
    

CLEAR FORK TH H3 2020 H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

KINCAID TH H3 2020 H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

LILY BASIN STOCK TH H3 2020 H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no change (NC1) 

GREEN RIVER TH NC1   NC1: Continue low service level at this site 

GLACIER LAKE TH NC1       

JORDAN CREEK TH NC1       

SAND LAKE TH NC1       

THREE PEAKS TH NC1       

TATOOSH NORTH TH NC1       

CORTRIGHT TH NC1          

BIG CREEK TH NC1       

BLUFF LAKE TH NC1          

TATOOSH SOUTH TH NC1       

LOWER SMITH CREEK 
(ON ROAD 8322) TH 

NC1   
NC1 (No Change) 

RED ROCK PASS TH NC1   NC1 (No Change) 
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

BERRY FIELDS INTERP D3 2022 D3 Remove cost source:  Remove underutilized toilet building at 
site. Needs alternative source of funding $7000 

CISPUS ENVIRONMENT 
CENTER 

H6 2019 

Multi-year Project.   Pursue conveyance of facilities to external 
operator. Alternative source of funding may be needed to 
prepare site and facilities for conveyance. Amount needed is 
unknown at this time. 

CASCADE PEAKS 
CONCESSION 

A1a 2023 

 A1a Site largely decommissioned already. Decommission the 
large parking area associated with the original concession 
facility and restore more natural site conditions. Additional 
funding needs to accomplish task. Alternative source of funding 
needed $10,000. 

PINE CREEK BOULDER 
INTERP 

A1a 2019 
A1a: Decommission Site. Site partially decommissioned already. 
Remove remaining facilities and restore site to more natural 
conditions.  

RYAN LAKE INTERP D3, D5, 
K1, K2 2021 

D3, D5 Remove cost source and other changes to reduce costs: 
Decommission toilet and remove other site 
amenities/hardscaping, reduce parking area.  K1/K2: Reduce 
development scale/site type to DS 2 trailhead. Alternate funding 
source needed, $30,000  

CANYON CREEK CG A1b, I1 2019 

A1b: Begin glidepath to decommission site. Remove the few 
remaining vandalized and badly damaged facilities and manage 
as dispersed camping area. I1: Eliminate camping fee. Continue 
exploring possible partnerships with local clubs interested in 
adopting site as day use staging or retaining it as a rustic camp. 
If no viable future use of site is identified, remove toilet and 
completely decommission/restore site.  Alternative source of 
funding needed to decommission/restore site $15,000.  

MEADOW CREEK INDIAN 
CG 

A1a 2020 

A1a: Decommission site. Largely decommissioned and 
completely restored to natural conditions already, remove any 
remaining visible constructed features. Alternative funding 
source needed $1000. 

RIVERVIEW TH A1a 2022 A1a:  Decommission site. Site permanently inaccessible due to 
access road bridge failure. 

SUMMIT CREEK CG A1a 2019 A1a: Decommission Site.  Complete decommissioning and 
restoration of site, removing all amenities at site.  

BLUE LAKE TH A1a, G1 2022 

A1a: Decommission site. Decommission impromptu trailhead in 
lahar floodplain.  G1: Construct a new site. Improve an existing 
small parking area (10 vehicles/trailer parking) along FR81 near 
Kalama HC to replace trailhead. Alternative funding source 
needed $5000. 

CLEARWATER 
VIEWPOINT OS 

A1a 2019 
A1a: Decommission site. Complete decommissioning of site by 
removing any remaining signage and sign bases.   

MOSS SPRING INTERP A1a 2021 A1a: Decommission site. Remove remaining sign, paved parking 
area. Need alternative source of funding $25,000.  
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SITES, IN ORDER OF SUSTAINABILITY 
(MOST TO LEAST) MOC 

PLANNED 
START 
DATE 

MANAGEMENT ACTION OPTIONS NARRATIVE 

MUDDY RIVER PICNIC A1a 2019 
A1a: Decommission site. Remove any remaining picnic tables 
and signage/sign bases; pullout will still be available for 
dispersed river access. 

 

G. Programmatic Actions  

RSA ANALYSIS 
Proposed Programmatic Actions 

  

ACTION LEAD TIME FRAME 

Complete Business Planning and analysis of feasibility of 
concessioning and/or establishing expanded partnerships to operate 
large developed sites, including Science and Learning Center, Pine 
Creek Compound (including Info Station), Ape Cave, Cascade Peaks, 
and Wind River Training Center and Bunkhouse.  

Forest and District 
Recreation Prog. Mgrs, 
Special Uses Staff, 
assisted by Enterprise 
Team 

FY19 

Complete a Monument-wide Comprehensive Fee Change Proposal 
including a Monument Pass option for the entire Monument.   

Monument Staff, 
assisted by Forest and 
Regional Office Staff, 
possible Enterprise 
Team assistance 

FY20  

Complete MSHNVM Strategic Planning efforts, further refining 
specific strategies identified in Forest RSA 6 Year POW. 

Monument Staff, 
assisted by Forest and 
Regional Office Staff, 
possible Enterprise 
Team or Detailer 

FY20-21 

Proactively engage with potential partners who may be interested in 
continuing or expanding support and/or volunteer efforts at specific 
sites, such as local BCHWA chapters adopting and performing more 
robust operations and maintenance at Horse Camps and Horse 
Trailheads (ie, Soda Springs Stock TH); other local clubs or non-profits 
interested in adopting and performing more O&M at other sites (ie, 
Canyon Creek, Layser Cave, Cascade Peaks, Palisades OS, Basketree 
Interp, Camp Howe, Cold Springs Indian Camp, Surprise Lakes, 
Hemlock, Whistle Punk, others).  Agreements must meet the goals of 
covering O&M 100% and reducing deferred maintenance.   

District Rangers, 
Deputy Forest 
Supervisor, Forest 
Supervisor, Forest and 
District Community 
Engagement and 
Recreation Staff 

FY19 

As soon as possible, physically close/secure, and stop operating or 
maintaining sites or buildings (toilets, others), that are slated for 
decommissioning until project funding and implementation can be 
completed.   

District Staff  FY19-20 
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RSA ANALYSIS 
Proposed Programmatic Actions 

  

ACTION LEAD TIME FRAME 

Develop and submit fee change proposals to Regional Office and 
Washington Office for review; begin public engagement as soon as 
approved for release.  Where feasible post proposed fee change 
signs in affected sites.  Implement proposed and approved fee 
changes as soon as reviewed by a Recreation Resource Advisory 
Committee, or Title II Resource Advisory Committee, and approved 
by Regional Forester.  

Forest with District 
assistance for fee 
change proposal 
development/submittal
. District lead for site 
signage. 

FY19-20 

Development Scale 1 Trailheads -- Pursue expanding volunteer 
agreements to perform O&M at THs to further reduce O&M costs, 
potentially in concert with trail maintenance work days.  

District Staff  FY19-20 

Complete fee compliance plans for all existing and new fee sites on 
the forest (required in Rec Site O&M Plans).  Emphasize 
improvement of fee site signage, fee collections, and fee compliance 
and enforcement.  

District Staff  FY19-20 

 

H. Projected RSA Results   

The results of implementing the Proposed POW were modeled to analyze and evaluate success. Below 
are some of the results and statistics predicted by from the RSA analysis tool.  

Proposed Program of Work Summary 

The following pages summarize proposed management changes that may be of most interest to forest 
recreation visitors.  

Decommission Sites – All or Partial (9 Sites) 

Nine sites have been identified for complete or partial decommissioning: five on Mount St. Helens 
National Volcanic Monument (MSH), two on Mount Adams District, and two on Cowlitz Valley District.  
The sites are all very low use, low development and in poor condition, and/or have already been slowly 
fading away.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cascade Peaks Concession Site (MSH 99 Road) 
Clearwater Viewpoint Observation Site (25 Road) 
Moss Springs Interpretive Site (MSH 83 Road) 
Muddy River Picnic Area (25 Road) 
Pine Creek Boulder Interpretive Site (MSH 90 Road) 
Meadow Creek Indian CG (Mt Adams RD, 24 Road) 
Riverview Trailhead (Cowlitz Valley RD) 
Summit Creek CG (Cowlitz Valley RD) 
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Remove or Eliminate Cost Source or Reduce Service Season or Frequency (18 sites) 

Most of the sites proposed for eliminating cost sources have excess toilets or structures proposed for 
removal. Toilets will be eliminated, and the development scale reduced at five sites across the forest.   

Fee Changes – Fee Increases or New Fees (includes re-establishing fee collection in previously 
approved fee sites)  

Fee changes are being proposed to provide a more stable base of revenue to continue to operate, 
maintain, and in most cases, improve sites and services across the forest.  

There are 27 potential fee increases proposed at specific sites, including 16 sites on MSH and 11 on Mt. 
Adams District.  This number may be high as some MSH sites were identified to be included in the 
Monument-wide Pass program, which may or may not result in a fee increase.  

34 sites are proposed for new fees: 14 on MSH, 14 on Mt. Adams District and six on Cowlitz Valley 
District. 

Change Operator or Workforce (31 Sites) 

Four sites including two Horse Camps (one fee and one non-fee) and two non-fee campgrounds are 
proposed to be changed from Forest Service-operated to campground concessionaire-operated and 
added to the new campground concession permit expected to be issued in 2020.  Several additional 
established dispersed camp areas and a closed site were identified as potential future concession sites.  
The concessionaire would be allowed to charge a fee for services at these sites. Four sites are proposed 
to be operated through some form of partner agreement, such as a special use permit, or agreement 
with a non-profit group or local community group.  

The RSA proposes one group camping area and 15 trailheads be operated with the help of volunteers. 
Individual and group volunteers are directed by Forest Service staff.  Examples include volunteer 
groups or individuals for trailhead facilities and signage maintenance.   

Site Conversion (Seven Sites) 

Several sites are proposed to be converted from Development Scale (DS) 3 to DS 2, which means the 
site will have fewer amenities and furnishings and provide a more rustic recreation experience.  

One horse camp is proposed to be changed to a non-equestrian campground in the Lewis River 
drainage.  Horse users currently rarely if ever use this site, and preliminary conversations with local 
Backcountry Horsemen chapters indicate willingness to consider this change.   

Two historic guard stations and one historic fire lookout are proposed to be brought online as 
recreation rentals.    
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Management Action Options Summary 

The table and chart below display the proposed management actions or options identified in the 
POW to be implemented by the number of developed recreation sites. Note the total MOC count 
does not equal the total number of sites analyzed because multiple codes were applied to some 
sites. 

Management Option Code (MOC) Chart 

MOC Category 
MOC 
Count 

MOC 
% 

A - Decommission (all or partial) * 9 3% 
B - Closure 0 0% 
C - Change Season 0 0% 
D - Remove or Eliminate Cost Source Or Service Season 18 5% 
E - Reduce Service Frequency 1 0% 
F - Increase/Improve Services 60 23% 
G - Construct A New Site  0 0% 
H - Change Operator 40 12% 
I - Change Fees 61 18% 
J - Change Capacity 9 3% 
K - Site Conversion 13 4% 
L - Replacement/Repair 68 20% 
NC - No Change 54 16% 

Total 319   
 
*The table above does not include decommissioning of Blue Lake TH (MSHNVM) because the 
POW proposes a replacement trailhead located closer to Kalama HC and out of the lahar-prone 
area.  
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I. Inventory 

The table below displays categories or types of the GP’s developed recreation sites.  The categories 
describe roles or specific qualities of sites.  The following table showing “other considerations” 
indicates how capacity and utilities and maintenance funds are distributed across categories. 

  INVENTORY CHARACTERISTICS 

BASELINE 
CONDITION 
(Benchmark 

Data) 

FUTURE 
CONDITION 

POW Net 
Change 
(Future 

Condition 
minus Baseline) 

SITE TYPES 

CAMPGROUND DEV SCALE 2 12 8 -4 

CAMPGROUND DEV SCALE 3 13 14 1 

CAMPGROUND DEV SCALE 4 14 14 0 

PICNIC SITE DEV SCALE 3 4 3 -1 

PICNIC SITE DEV SCALE 4 3 3 0 

TRAILHEAD 94 92 -2 

BOATING/ SWIM SITES/ FISHING SITES 3 3 0 

INTERP MAJOR VC 2 1 -1 
GROUP CAMPGROUND/ GROUP 
PICNIC (Includes existing SP sites) 5 11 6 

LOOK-OUT/CABIN 2 4 2 

INTERP/ MINOR/ OBSERVATION/ INFO 
SITES 31 27 -4 

HORSE CAMP 8 7 -1 

OTHER 19 19 0 

CATEGORY TOTALS 210 208 -2 

OTHER  
CHARACTERISTICS 

CAPACITY (PAOT)** 18,141 18,187 -449 

# DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS 21 20 -1 

DW SYSTEM ANNUAL MAINT COST $10,730 $10,730 Not estimated 

WW SYSTEM ANNUAL MAINT COST $4,300 $4,300 Not estimated 

BUILDING ANNUAL MAINT COST $682,852 $682,852 Not estimated 
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J. Programmatic Results 

The Programmatic Results Matrix describes the significant programmatic results of implementing the 
RSA proposed POW. These metrics indicate improvement in providing sites that are consistent with the 
forest’s Niche, an increase in site accessibility, and reduced O&M and deferred maintenance costs. The 
average development scale would change by -5% and the overall amount of recreation site capacity 
would be slightly reduced.  

  PROGRAMMATIC RESULTS 

BASELINE 
CONDITION 
(Benchmark 

Data) 

PROGRAM OF 
WORK - 

CHANGED 
CONDITION 

(does not include 
DECOMMISSION 

sites) 

Program of 
Work - PERCENT 

CHANGE 
(does not include 
DECOMMISSION 

sites) 

METRICS 
  

AVERAGE NICHE CONFORMANCE SCORE 
(Out of Maximum Score of 5) 4.17 4.66 12% 

AVERAGE DEVELOPMENT SCALE 2.60 2.47 -5% 

% OF CAPACITY W/ ACCESSIBLE 
FURNISHINGS OR FULLY ACCESSIBLE 39.0% 48.4% 24% 

CAPACITY (PAOT)** 18,141 17,244 -5% 

ANNUAL O&M COST PER PAOT DAY $0.32 $0.46 41% 

ANNUAL NET O&M COST PER VISIT $1.71 $1.52 -11% 

TOTAL DEFERRED MAINTENANCE $10,844,258 $6,776,034 -38% 

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATIONS AND 
MAINTENANCE $1,494,739 $1,339,144 -10% 

 
Average Niche Conformance Score – A measure of how well a site meets or conforms with the forest’s Niche.  

Average Development Scale – A measure of level of developed recreation site development, with 1 being a very rustic site with little 
development or structures, to 5 which is a highly developed site with infrastructure designed for user comfort and convenience.   

Annual O&M Cost per visit and per PAOT day are averages derived from a summation of ALL the analyzed recreation facilities on the 
Forest.  The cost per visit and per PAOT for each site and site type will vary. 

O&M – Operations and maintenance.  Includes the activities and resources required to annually operate and maintain recreation 
sites at a level of quality which meets their management objectives and customer satisfaction.  Costs associated with O&M are 
recurrent (cleaning toilets, painting buildings and signs, repairing picnic tables, removing trash, cutting hazard trees), as opposed to 
capital investment costs that are generally one-time and non-recurrent. 

**PAOT – Persons-At-One-Time.  A measure of facility or sites designed recreation capacity.  National conventions include 5 persons 
per family picnic/camp unit, 3.5 persons per parking lot stall at a trailhead or visitor center, 1.5 persons per motorcycle parking stall 
and 40 persons per tour bus parking stall. 
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K. Critical Monetary Factors 

The following table displays asset and expense information for the GP before and after development 
and implementation of the 6-Year Program of Work. The assets identified as available for operation 
and maintenance of developed recreation sites on the forest for the RSA analysis are a percentage of 
the overall forest recreation annual budget. The forest recreation budget also funds dispersed 
recreation management, interpretive programming, trails, and wilderness and wild and scenic river 
management.  The developed recreation program portion of the budget amounts to approximately 
50% of the overall recreation budget. It should be noted this information is based on information 
gathered in 2017-2018 and operational assets and expenses can be expected to continue to change 
over time.  

 

 

  

CRITICAL MONETARY FACTOR
BASELINE CONDITION

(Benchmark Data)

Program of Work - CHANGED 
CONDITION

(does not include 
DECOMMISSION sites)

Program of Work - 
PERCENT CHANGE
(does not include 

DECOMMISSION sites)

APPROPRIATED FUNDS AVAILABLE $421,557 $421,557 0%
FEE RECEIPTS AVAILABLE $654,850 $1,079,622 65%
OTHER FUNDS AVAILABLE $0 $0
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE $1,076,407 $1,501,179
OPERATING COSTS $693,984 $580,352 -16%
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COSTS $800,754 $758,792 -5%
TOTAL ANNUAL OPS AND MAINT COSTS $1,494,738 $1,339,144 -10%
SHORTFALL OR POTENTIAL SURPLUS -$418,331 $162,035
DEFERRED MAINTENANCE COSTS* $10,844,258 $6,701,804 -38%

*-Deferred Maintenance included for all  sites except DECOMMISSION

0603 Gifford Pinchot NF

OPERATIONAL ASSETS

EXPENSES
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Appendix A- Recreation Site Development Scale Guide 
Recreation Site Inventory Classification  

 Class  
# Site Characteristics 

Resource 
Protection 

0 
No investment 
• User created site 
• No constructed improvements provided at the site 
• Circulation and parking undefined; may be multiple routes, not designed 

1 

Little investment   
• User created site 
• Rustic or rudimentary improvements, such as barriers or signs, provided for resource 
protection 
• Circulation and parking informal, may be contained; not designed 

2 

Some investment 
• Defined site; improvements typically accommodate user created patterns 
• Rustic improvements, such as toilets, tables or fire rings, provided primarily for resource 
protection 
• Circulation and parking contained and defined 

User Comfort 
and 

Convenience 

3 

Moderate investment 
• Designed site 
• Contemporary or rustic improvements, such as toilets, potable water service, signs, picnic 
Tables or fire rings, provided for resource protection and user comfort 
• Circulation is defined; interior roads are maintenance level 3 or 4 

4 High investment 
• Designed site 

5 

Significant investment 
• Designed site 
• Contemporary improvements primarily provided for user comfort and convenience and 
usually include flush toilets and potable water, and may include showers, bathhouses, 
laundry facilities, electrical hookups, and garbage services 
• Roads, parking, and pathways are paved; interior roads are at maintenance level 4 or 5 
• Mowed lawns and clipped shrubs are not unusual 
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Appendix B- Management Action Option MOC) Code List 
MOC MGMT. ACTION OPTION CODE DESCRIPTION 
A1a Decommission: As soon as practical 
A1b Decommission: Begin glide path 
A2 Partial Decommission (e.g., remove campsites next to boat ramp) 
B1 Closure: Defer decommissioning 
B2 Partial Closure: Defer decommissioning (e.g., close campsites next to boat ramp but don’t remove yet) 
B3 Closure: Pending completion of site improvements 
C1 Change Season: Increase season 
C2 Change Season: Reduce season 
C3 Change Season: Intermittent closure during season 
C4 Change Season: Open weekends/holidays only 
C5 Change Season: Open for hunting season only 
D1 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Reduce mowed area 
D2 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Remove trashcans 
D3 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Remove restroom facilities 
D4 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Remove tables and/or grills 
D5 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Other changes to site design or features to reduce costs 
D6 Code not available for use. 
D7 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Other changes to eliminate on-site services 
D8 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Close or remove water system 
D9 Remove or Eliminate a Cost Source: Close or remove waste water system 
E1 Reduce Service: mow less frequent 
E2 Reduce Service: trash and clean-up less frequent 
E3 Reduce Service: restroom cleaning less frequent 
E4 Reduce Service: staff presence reduced on site 
E5 Reduce Service: less frequent bulletin board maintenance 
E6 Code not available for use. 
E7 Reduce Service: other 
F1 Increase/Improve Services:  Add electrical hook-ups 
F2 Increase/Improve Services:  Increase amps of existing electrical hook-ups 
F3 Increase/Improve Services:  Add water hook-ups 
F4 Increase/Improve Services:  Add sewer hook-ups 
F5 Increase/Improve Services:  Add hot showers 
F6 Increase/Improve Services:  Upgrade existing feature (e.g., replace SST with flush toilets) 
F7 Increase/Improve Services:  Add amenities (playground, swim area, etc) 
F8 Increase/Improve Services:  Add a Host site 
F9 Increase/Improve Services:  Major reconstruction/upgrade of the recreation area 
F10 Increase/Improve Services:  Increase staff presence (including law enforcement) 
F11 Code not available for use. 
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F12 Increase/Improve Services:  Improve visitor information and bulletin boards 
F13 Increase/Improve Services:  Improve signing 
F14 Increase/Improve Services:  Add water delivery service to individual users 
F15 Increase/Improve Services:  Add greywater/blackwater pumping service to individual users 
F16 Increase/Improve Services:  Other 
F17 Add a toilet building(s) 
G1 Construct a new site 
H1 Change Operator or Workforce:  Change to a concession operation [apply a 60% savings to O&M cost per 

operating day] 
H2 Change Operator or Workforce:  Operate through a partner agreement (local community, State agency, 

etc) 
H3 Change Operator or Workforce:  Volunteer (increase use of volunteers at the site) 
H4 Change Operator or Workforce:  Contractor (begin or expand use of contracting) 
H5 Change Operator or Workforce:  Prison labor (begin or expand use of prison labor) 
H6 Change Operator or Workforce:  Other 
I1 Change Fees:  Eliminate fee 
I2 Change Fees:  Reduce fee 
I3 Change Fees:  Begin charging a fee 
I4 Change Fees:  Increase current fee 
I5 Change Fees:  Increase fee compliance efforts 
J1 Change Capacity: Increase Capacity (Add a loop, build additional sites, add parking, etc) 
J2 Change Capacity: Reduce Capacity (Close a loop, remove camp units, eliminate a parking area, etc.) 
K1 Site Conversion:  Change Development Scale 
K2 Site Conversion:  Change Site Type 
K3 Site Conversion:  Study feasibility of converting site from FA&O facility to recreation site  
L1 Replacement/Repair:  Replacement of an existing constructed feature that results in the reduction of 

Deferred Maintenance 
L2 Replacement/Repair:  Repair or Rehabilitation of an existing constructed feature that results in the 

reduction of Deferred Maintenance. 
L3 Code not available for use. 
NC1  No Change: Currently USFS operated 
NC2  No Change: Currently concession operation 
NC3  No Change: Currently operated by a partner under some other type of formal agreement 
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Appendix C- Detailed Program of Work Table 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 0603 Gifford-Pinchot NF  

 

$1,501,179 

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM ONE-TIME COST TO 
IMPLEMENT MOC’s  

(Total est. 6 year % of allocation, fee revenue, G-T, 
other funding available for special maintenance 

projects) 
         

 Forest Estimate of Annual Project $  
(Fees, G-T, etc.) $100,000  

  $1,275,100 TOTAL ONE-TIME COST TO IMPLEMENT MOC’s 

         

RECREATION SITE ANALYSIS  
6-Year Proposed Program of Work - Table of Recommended Management Actions (MOCs)                                                                                                                                  

Actual start and finish dates dependent on availability of resources and project funding 
MANAGING 

ORG SITE NAME  

SCORE 
(Lighter 
shade = 

improved 
score) 

CATEGORY MOC* 
PLANNED 

START 
DATE 

PLANNED 
FINISH 
DATE 

TOTAL FOREST 
COST TO 

IMPLEMENT 
ACTION 

TASK COMMENTS 

60303 
GOVERNMENT 

MINERAL SPRINGS GS 
LOOKOUT/CABIN 

55 CH I4 2020 2020 $5,000 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
cabin rental fee. L1: Replace/repair: Continue to 
replace/repair cabin facilities, and improve cabin 
furnishings as needed. Roof replacement needed in 
2020.  

60303 PETERSON CABIN 54   I4,L2 2019 2019 $15,000 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
cabin rental fee.  L2: Replace/repair grey water, 
drain field. Convert nonfunctional propane lights to 
alternative power source.  Alternative source of 
funding $15,000.  
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60301 JOHNSTON RIDGE 
OBSERVATORY 53 VC 

I4,F16,
F17,L2 2020 2023 $250,000 

 L2: Systematically fix major systems over the next 
five years.  I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site.  F16: Add 
Gate. F17: Add a toilet building. Vault/green flush 
toilet needed in parking area for when visitor 
center is closed. Inside toilets only accessible when 
VC is open and staffed. Estimated cost of $908,820 
need from an alternative source (CIP, Grants, other 
Partnerships needed to leverage fee funding) 

60303 PETERSON PRAIRIE CG 53   L2 2020 2020 $2,000 

L2: Replace/repair bulletin boards, other 
campground minor constructed features. Alternate 
source of funding needed $2000. Potential G-T 
project, if sufficient funding available. 

60305 NORTH FORK GCG 53   L1 2020 2021 $3,000 

L1: Replace 4 picnic tables/fire rings in FY2020; 
investigate waterline to group site repair needs and 
fix when G-T or CIP money is available. Alternative 
source of funding for water system repairs needed 
$12,000. Potential G-T or CIP Project. 

60305 IRON CREEK PG 52   I4,H6,
D5 2020 2023 $0 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Re-establish 
as REA fee site under existing authority. H5: 
Potentially contract with partner or concessioner to 
provide O&M of site. D5 Remove cost source: 
Remove one underutilized and aging picnic shelter 
(may be repurposed elsewhere).  Predicted 
revenue $1500. 

60305 LA WIS WIS PG 52 CH L2 2020 2023 $0 

L2: Coordinate with Heritage to repair historic 
picnic shelter (roof shingles/shakes replacement). 
Evaluate need for repair/replace footbridge.  
Potential G-T or partnership funded projects, 
funding $5000.  
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60301 
SCIENCE AND 

LEARNING CENTER AT 
COLDWATER 

51 VC 
I3,H6,L
2 2020 2022 $0 

H6: Pursue all other options to operate site via 
concession, partner agreement, or other.  L2: 
Repair only what needs to be fixed to convey site to 
concessionaire or partner. If all other options fail, 
decommission site. No source of funding currently 
identified. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Resume 
charging fee in the winter to offset O&M until 
change in operator can be implemented. Re-
establish Monument standard amenity fee for site 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Site is an 
approved Monument Pass Site.  Alternative funding 
needed to reduce DM estimated $1,800,000. 

60303 PANTHER CREEK CG 51   L2 2021 2021 $0 

L2:  Replace signs, site markers, tent pads, garbage 
cans, other furnishings as needed. Potential G-T 
project. $10,500 alternative funding needed.   

60303 PARADISE CREEK CG 51   L1,L2 2019 2022 $0 

Multi-year Project. L2: Replace/repair failing hand 
pump (may need to drill new well) Alternative 
source of funding needed $15,000. L1: FY21 or FY22 
Replace one toilet with precast concrete vault, 
other minor constructed features as needed. 
Alternative funding source needed for toilet 
$40,000. Potential G-T or CIP Project.   

60301 HUMMOCKS TH 50 SB 
I3,F12, 
F17 2021 2024 $1,500 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site.  F12 
(Improve visitor information and bulletin boards): 
Fee area kiosk and fee tube would need to be 
added. F17: Add a toilet building.  Alternate funding 
needed $40,000. 
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60305 
WOODS CREEK 

WATCHABLE WILDLIFE 
INTERP 

50   L1,L2 2022 2023 $20,000 

L1: Replace toilet with precast concrete vault; L2: 
restore/improve parking lot. Alternative source of 
funding needed $20,000 for toilet. Possible fee 
spenddown project.  

60303 MOSS CREEK CG 49   L1,L2 2020 2023 $5,000 

L2: $5000 to investigate water system repair needs 
in FY20.  Repair water system (line break to lower 
campsites near creek). L1: Replace one failed toilet. 
When additional funding available replace last two 
old toilets. Alternative source of funding needed for 
toilets and water system repairs $120,000. 
Potential G-T or CIP projects. 

60305 CAT CREEK CHIMNEY 
CG 49   H1,K2,

F9 2022 2023 $0 

H1:  Change to concession operated fee site; K2,F9: 
reconstruct and upgrade to developed campground 
standards (DS2). This will need alternate source of 
funding est. $25,000.  

60305 IRON CREEK CG 49   L1,L2,L
3 2019 2023 $77,200 

Multi-year Project. L1: Compete water system 
generator and electrical control systems repairs, 
2019 funded G-T Project. Future G-T Projects: 12 
table replacements (critical, replace 2020, $7200); 
L3: Total of 49 tables and 99 fire ring replacements 
eventually needed over next 6-10 years. Water tank 
replacement in next 5 years; water distribution 
system replacement needed eventually, possibly 
within next 5 years, design/contract prep needed 
and should begin in FY2020 or 2021.  Needed 
funding totals more than available G-T funding. 
Alternative source of funding needed est. at 
$600,000.  

60303 RED MOUNTAIN 
LOOKOUT 49   I3,K3,

H2 2022 2023 $0 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for recreation lodging rental as part of 
forest cabin rental program. H2: Potentially partner 
with Heritage and Volunteers to complete repairs 
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of lookout, with goal of K3: converting site to 
recreation rental.  Will need to install toilet and 
minimal furnishings.  Alternative source of funding 
$40,000.  Consider alternative to operate via 
concession or other partnership agreement (does 
not require FLREA process).  

60305 CAT CREEK CG 49   H1,L1 2020 2023 $1,200 
H1: Change to Concession operated fee site. L1: 
Replace 4 fire rings, potential G-T project.  

60305 TAKHLAKH DAY USE 
AREA PG 49   F6,I4,

H6 2020 2022 $3,000 

I4/H6: Fee Change. Site is currently Concession fee 
day use site.  Re-establish as REA fee site under 
existing authority, contract with partner or 
concessioner to provide O&M of site. Amount of 
fee charged will not change. F6: Repair/rehabilitate 
boat ramp. Alternative source of funding for 
permanent boat ramp improvements needed est. 
$25,000. Potential stewardship funded project, or 
other grant funding.  

60303 PETERSON PRAIRIE 
GROUP GCG 49   L2 2021 2021 $0 

L2: Delineate group camp area by installing traffic 
control features, better delineating 
camping/congregating/parking areas, add 
aggregate to road to control dust. Will need 
redesign and reconstruction.  Alterative source of 
funding needed $20,000 (G-T project)  

60303 LOWER FALLS 
RECREATION AREA 48 SL 

L1,F10
,I4,J1 2019 2020 $444,000 

L1: Replace 5 nonfunctional composting toilets as 
part of 2019 fee spenddown. J1: Increase day use 
capacity, F10: increase staff presence. I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement 
and formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  
Increase campground fees.  Fees and CIP funding 
used = $444,000. 

60305 WALUPT LAKE CG 48   L1,L3,I
4/H6 2022 2023 $0 

L1: Fix waterline leak/break, and repair/replace 
water system pump. L3  Eventually replace 35 
tables and 41 fire rings with accessible furnishings. 
I4/H6: Fee Change. Site is currently a Concession 
day use fee site. Re-establish Walupt Day Use site 
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as REA fee site under existing authority, contract 
with partner or concessioner to provide O&M of 
site. Amount of fee charged will not change 
Alternative source of funding needed $20,000 

60301 SOUTH COLDWATER TH 48 SB 
I3,F17, 
F12 2021 2023 $2,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Establish 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. F12: 
Improve signage/bulletin boards. F17 (add a toilet): 
Alternate funding needed for toilet $30,000 

60305 LA WIS WIS CG 48 SB 
L1,L2,L
3,K3 2021 2023 $0 

L1:  Replace broken/damaged tables and fire rings 
asap; L3 Eventually replace all 75 tables and 100 
fire rings to improve accessibility $67,500.  L2: 
Replace 2 toilets, remove and replace flush toilet in 
A Loop. This will need alternate source of funding 
$70,000. Potential G-T Projects.  Replace water 
distribution system, and additional option to 
complete installation of electrical service to Guard 
Station.  K3: Pursue conversion of GS to rec rental. 
Alternative source of funding will be needed for 
water distribution/electrical service installation, 
$800,000. 

60305 WAKEPISH SP 48   L1,K2,I
3 2022 2023 $0 

L1: Replace composting toilet with precast concrete 
vault. F16: Add gate. This will need alternate source 
of funding $33,500. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for reservable group camp. K2: 
Convert to a reservable group campsite outside of 
sno-park season.  

60301 LOOWIT INTERP 48 SB I3,F12 2021 2021 $2,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
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convert site to Monument Pass fee site. F12 
Improve visitor information and bulletin boards. 

60301 COLDWATER LAKE 
PICNIC AND BOATING 47 SB 

F16,D
5,I3,L2
,H6 

2020 2023 $2,000 

D5/L2 Complete reconstruction/repairs of site 
facilities as needed, downsizing and selecting more 
sustainable facilities/solutions. H6 (Change 
operator): Pursue concession and partnership 
options. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Re-establish 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Site is 
approved Monument Pass Site. F16 Add fee 
tubes/machines and additional signage.  Alternative 
source of funding needed for a total of $834,000. 
Potential CIP project, fees would only be available if 
the site is an operating fee site.  

60303 GOTCHEN GUARD 
STATION 47   I3,K3,F

16 2021 2021 $5,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for recreation lodging rental, K3: as 
part of forest cabin rental program. F16: 
Purchase/install cabin furnishings, some could be 
built by volunteers. Alternative source of funding 
$35,000. Partner with Heritage. Consider 
alternative to operate via concession or other 
partnership agreement (does not require FLREA 
process).  

60303 SUNSET FALLS CG 47   L1,H6,I
4 2020 2023 $1,200 

I4: Fee Change. Day use area is currently a 
concession fee site. Re-establish Sunset Day Use 
Area as REA fee site under existing authority, 
contract with partner or concessioner to provide 
O&M of site. Amount of day use fee charged will 
not change. Replace 2 tables ($1200) Begin 
replacing toilets and campground/day use 
furnishings as needed.  Alternative source of 
funding needed $150,000. Potential CIP or G-T 
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funded project.  H6: Begin evaluating alternatives 
to concession operation. Keep in Concession permit 
until alternative partnership opportunity is 
identified.  

60305 ADAMS FORK CG 47   L1 2020 2021 $2,500 

L1: Replace 4 picnic tables in FY2020 (critical need). 
Eventually replace 3 more picnic tables, 25 fire 
rings with accessible furnishings. Alternative source 
of funding needed for complete project est. at 
$11,000. Potential G-T Project.  

60303 BEAVER CG 47   F1,L1/
L2 2023 2023 $0 

F1: Evaluate feasibility and sustainability of 
installing electrical hookups to some sites in 
campground. L1/L2: Repair or replace toilet in 
group site. Alternate source of funding needed 
$50,000 

60301 CASTLE LAKE 
VIEWPOINT INTERP 47 SB F13,I3 2021 2021 $1,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Either 
implement new Standard Amentiy fee site, or 
include in Monument-wide fee plan, if that option 
is more viable. F13: Improve signage. 

60303 FALLS CREEK FALLS TH 47   I3,F16,
F12 2021 2020 $1,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP). F12,F16: Install fee tube, fee signs, other 
minor site furnishings.    

60305 NORTH FORK CG 47   L1,F9,J
1 2021 2022 $65,500 

L1: FY20 $63500 to complete contract to replace 
campground water system generator, replace two 
tables, and complete prep work/clean up of close 
section of CG.  K:Recommission closed section of 
campground (12 sites) after site restoration work 
done; replace toilet and campsite furnishings. 
Potential G-T, or this will need alternate source of 
funding $50,000. 
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60303 ICE CAVE PG 46   D3,D4 2021 2021 $2,500 

D3 Remove cost source: Continue and improve 
operation of main picnic site, take out unused 
features in old unused camping loop, including 1 
toilet.   

60305 BIG CREEK CG 46   L1,H6 2020 2023 $0 

L1: Replace 33 tables and 30 fire rings with 
accessible furnishings. Potential G-T project over 
the next 5-10 years.  Replace 2 old inaccessible 
vault toilets. Potential G-T or CIP Project. 
Alternative source of funding needed totaling  
$100,000.  H6: Continue to explore partnership 
opportunities for alternative campground 
operators. Keep in forest-wide concession 
campground permit unless more sustainable 
alternative partner agreement is identified.   

60305 BLUE LAKE CREEK CG 46   L1 2021 2022 $1,800 

L1: Replace 3 picnic tables, G-T project. Replace 
toilet with CXT, this needs alternate source of 
funding $30,000. 

60305 CHAMBERS LAKE 46   K1,H1,
F9 2023 2023 $0 

K1: complete design narrative and site plan to 
upgrade to improve camping area to developed 
campground standards. F9: Reconstruct 
campground. H1: Change to concession fee site 
This will need alternate source of funding $50,000.  

60305 CODY HC 46   H1 2020 2022 $0 
H1: Change operator. Change to concession 
operation in 2020, add to concession permit 
package.  

60305 OLALLIE LAKE CG 46   L1,F7 2020 2023 $1,500 

L1: Replace 5 fire rings (G-T Project). F7: 
Repair/improve boat access in next 3-5 years, 
possible G-T project (lower priority) or alternative 
source of funding needed $15,000, pursue state 
grant funding or stewardship funding.    

60305 WALUPT HC 46   L1 2022 2023 $11,700 L1:   Replace 15 tables, 9 fire rings.  G-T Project. 

60301 INDEPENDENCE PASS 
TH 46   I4,F12 2020 2021 $2,000 

F12. Improve signage. I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
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Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60301 ELK ROCK OS 45 SB 
F12,F1
3,F16,I
3 

2021 2021 $2,900 

F12/F13/F16 (Improve signing), Add fee sign, F16 
(add fee machine). ($2000-2500 for fee machine 
assumed).  I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60301 META LAKE INTERP 45   I4,F12 2020 2021 $2,000 

F12 Improve signage. I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60301 WINDY RIDGE INTERP 45 ST 
D5,L1,I
4 2021 2022 $10,000 

L1/D5 (change to site design): Downgrade existing 
toilet building to a smaller non custom built vault 
toilet.  I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Alternate 
funding needed $50,000.  

60303 
INDIAN 

RACETRACK\UPPER 
MCCLELLAN TH 

45   NC1     $0 

    

60303 MCCLELLAN OS 45   NC1     $0     

60303 OKLAHOMA CG 45   D8,L2 2019 2020 $2,000 
D8: Decommission one hand pump/well.  L2: Repair 
furnishings as needed Potential G-T project or 
alternative source of funding needed $2000.  
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60303 THOMAS LAKE #111 TH 45   L2 2021 2022 $1,000 

Pursue other management solutions for 
overcrowding and parking beyond capacity of site, 
such as limiting wilderness permits. Improve 
signage and traffic control devices as needed.   
Alternative funding source needed for improved 
signage $1000.   

60305 TOWER ROCK CG 45   L1 2021 2022 $0 
L1:   Replace 22 fire rings/tables with accessible 
furnishings, G-T Project.  

60303 GOOSE LAKE DAY USE 45   NC1 2020 2023 $3,000 

No change. Continue operating as a FLREA Standard 
Amenity Fee Site. Pursue partner assistance for 
O&M (Concessionaire or other partner) 

60303 HEMLOCK RECREATION 
AREA 45   L2,H2 2021 2021 $0 

L2:   Replace/repair constructed features as 
needed. H2: Pursue partnership agreement to 
provide for operations and maintenance of site.  
Alternative funding source needed $5000  

60305 MT. RAINIER-GOAT 
ROCKS OS 45   NC1     $0 

    

60305 TAKHLAKH LAKE CG 45 ST L1 2021 2022 $9,000 

L1: FY20 or 21 Replace 15 tables. Eventually replace 
54 fire rings and 14 tables with accessible 
furnishings, G-T Project 

60301 CLIMBERS BIVOUAC TH 44 ST 
F12,F1
3,J1,I4 2021 2022 $10,000 

F12 Improve visitor information and bulletin 
boards: Replace existing fee board and fee tube 
with metal kiosk and built in fee tube.  F13 
(Improve signage): Replace existing directional 
signage. “No Visitor Center” signs needed along 
FR83. J1 Improve and slightly increase parking area 
capacity. I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
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Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60301 MINERS CAR INTERP 44   I4,F12 2021 2021 $2,000 

F12 Improve signage.  I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60301 PINE CREEK INFO 44   H2 2020 2022 $0 

H2: Pursue continuing operating the site through 
expanded partnerships, or concession.  Currently 
staffed by DYNW, MSHI, Cowlitz Tribe, NCEMS. 
K2/K3: Study alternative future uses of site.  

60303 GOVERNMENT 
MINERAL SPRINGS CG 44   I4,L1 2021 2020 $5,000 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
campground fees. L1: With anticipated increased 
fee collections improve/replace tables and fire rings 
and improve accessibility of campsites. Alternative 
source of funding needed $5000.  

60303 SOUTH CLIMB #183 TH 44 ST 
F9,F10
,I3 2021 2022 $25,000 

F9: Replace 2 toilets, reconstruct trailhead parking 
area, improve and delineate bivouac camping for 
climbers. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Possible new 
expanded amenity fee for new bivouac camping at 
site.  Alternative source of funding needed for a 
total of $200,000.  

60305 KEENES HC 44   L1 2023 2023 $0 L1:   Needs 14 new fire rings, potential future G-T 
project. 

60303 FLATTOP SP 44   L2 2022 2023 $0 
L2:  Replace/repair features. Toilet may need to be 
replaced in next 5 years.  Needs alternative source 
of funding $30,000 (State SP funds, Volunteers)  
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60303 GOOSE LAKE CG 44   
H1,L1,
F9,F17
,J1 

2020 2023 $0 

H1: Convert CG back to Concession operation, add 
to concession permit package. (Day Use will remain 
a FS fee site). L1: Replace one toilet in campground. 
Alternative source of funding needed $30,000. 
F9/F17/J1: Evaluate developing adjacent dispersed 
site to expand capacity of the developed site. New 
development needs alternative source of funding, 
$100,000.   

60305 SODA SPRINGS CG & TH 44   L1,H1 2020 2023 $0 

H1: Change operator, add to concession permit in 
2020. L1: Replace toilet with precast concrete vault 
(2021 project). This will need alternate source of 
funding $50,000, potential G-T, or CIP project with 
G-T match.  

60301 HARMONY VIEWPOINT 
INTERP/TH 44   I4,F12 2021 2022 $2,000 

F12. Improve signage;  I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60301 APE CAVE INTERP 43 ST 
F7,I4,L
1,H6 2020 2023 $200,000 

Multi-year Project.  FY20 L1: Replace existing toilets 
with precast concrete toilets (FY19 Fee Spenddown 
Project). FY21-22 F7: (Add amenities): Install cave 
gates ($85,000) and small amphitheater along 
access trail ($75,000).  I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Charge a 
Special Recreation Permit per person fee for cave 
entrance/tours. H6 (Change operator): Pursue 
concession and partnership options.  Needs may be 
beyond available fee collections funding. 
Alternative funding sources will likely be needed to 
complete project at this site for a total of $160,000.  
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60301 KALAMA HC 43 SL 
H1,F8,
L1 2020 2021 $5,000 

H1 (Change Operator, Concession): Add to G/T 
permit and allow reservations with recreation.gov.  
F8 (Add a host site): Improve host site with 
amenities that a long time host would require. L1 
(Replace toilet).Put site into Recreation.gov and 
make stock sites reservable.  Alternate funding 
source needed $50,000. G-T funding could be used 
to provide a match for CIP or other grant funding. 

60301 TRAIL OF TWO FORESTS 
INTERP 43 RP 

F9,L1,I
4, J1 2021 2023 $10,000 

F9/J1/L1: Reconstruct/increase capacity of parking 
area, replace toilet, improve accessibility of picnic 
area. Boardwalk trail will also need to be replaced 
in next 5 years (Related trails project). I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement 
and formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  
Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site, 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 
Alternative source of funding will likely be needed 
for a total of $100,000. Fee collections could be 
used to provide a match for CIP or grant funding. 

60303 ATKISSON GROUP CG 43   L2,L1 2020 2021 $0 

L1/L2: Replace toilet, warming shelter roof and 
stove; need alternative source of funding $30,000. 
Potential G-T funding could provide match for 
additional CIP and/or State SP Grant. (Pursue 
funding matches from both State Parks and G-T 
funds as facilities benefit both programs.) 

60303 ATKISSON SP 43   L1 2020 2021 $0 

Replace toilet, warming shelter roof and stove; 
need alternative source of funding $30,000. 
Potential G-T funding could provide match for 
additional CIP and/or State SP Grant. (Pursue 
funding matches from both State Parks and G-T 
funds as facilities benefit both programs.) 

60303 KOSHKO SP 43   L1 2021 2022 $0 

 I4: Begin charging fees as new reservable group 
site in summer.L2:  Update signage, add minimal 
furnishings, and gate. Toilet will also need 
replacement eventually.  Alternative funding source 
needed $25,000 (State Parks/Fees?) 
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60303 LANGFIELD FALLS TH 43   NC1     $0 

    

60303 MCCLELLAN MEADOWS 
SP 43   NC1     $0 

    

60303 MOSQUITO LAKES 
BOATING 43   NC1     $0 

    

60303 OLD MAN PASS SP 43   D3,L1 2019 2023 $0 

Multi-year Project. Replace/repair  sign, bulletin 
board. D3: Eventually phase out 1 underutilized 
toilet as it reaches end of useful design life. No 
source of forest funding available for these 
projects. Alternative source of funding needed 
$2500 for signage replacements. Contact WA State 
Parks about partnering on sno-park project needs. 

60303 SILVER STAR TH 43   F10 2020 2023 $0 

F10: Increase law enforcement presence, 
repair/replace signage and reinforce vehicle control 
devices.  Alternative funding source for vehicle 
control devices, est. need $3000. (Possible source 
Stewardship funding?)  Does not include costs of 
FSR 4109 road heavy maintenance/reconstruction.   

60303 SLEEPING BEAUTY TH 43   NC1     $0 

    

60305 PALISADES OS 43   L1,H6,
D3,D4 2021 2021 $0 

L1:  Replace interpretive signs, restore viewing 
opportunity (veg treatment/pruning needed). H6: 
Explore partner options for site operation. D3/4: 
And/or removing cost sources (decommission toilet 
and tables). This will need alternate source of 
funding for sign replacement $5000, $25,000 for 
decommissioning toilet/amenities.  
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60303 EAST CRATER TH 43   I3,F17,
K1 2021 2023 $0 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP). F17/K1: install additional site 
improvements, including toilet, bulletin 
board/informational signage, garbage receptacle, 
other required SAF amenities. Needs alternative 
source of funding $30,000 

60303 FORLORN LAKES CG 43 SL 
I4,L1,L
2 2020 2023 $10,000 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees. L1/L2: Continue to improve sites 
and road access over next 6 years.  Funding sources 
fee collections or CIP. Alternative source of funding 
needed $20,000.  

60303 GOVERNMENT 
MINERAL SPRINGS SP 43   NC1     $0 

    

60303 CREST CAMP TH 43   I3,L1 2021 2022 $2,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site. 
Install additional required site improvements.  
Begin charging SAF day use fees (NWFP site); 
:1"replace picnic tables with accessible furnishings.  

60303 LONE BUTTE SP 43   L1,L2 2023 2023 $0 
   Replace toilets with 1 precast concrete vault, 
replace signs, bulletin board.  Alternative funding 
source needed $30,000 

60301 CEDAR CREEK 
VIEWPOINT INTERP 42   F13,I3 2021 2021 $200 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
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convert site to Monument Pass fee site. F13: 
Improve signage. 

60301 DONNYBROOK INTERP 42   I3 2021 2021 $200 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. Monument 
site with roadside parking, interpretive signs, 
accessible pathways and extensive stone walls.   

60303 TROUT LAKE CREEK CG 42   NC1     $0 

     

60303 TWIN FALLS CG 42   
F16,F1
2,I3,K2
,L2 

2020 2021 $6,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for reservable group camp. K2: 
Convert to a reservable group campsite.  L1/L2: 
Replace/repair picnic tables, fire rings, F16: install 
gate. Potential funding sources fee collections, CIP, 
or external grants.  

60305 ORR CREEK SP 42   L1,I3 2023 2023 $0 

L1: Replace toilet, repair/restore parking lot 
surface. This will need alternate source of funding 
$30,000. I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for reservable group camp. Convert to 
a reservable group campsite outside of sno-park 
season.  

60305 YELLOWJACKET PONDS 
PG 42   K3,F7,

H1,J1 2023 2023 $0 

K3: Complete further evaluation of feasibility to 
convert to group picnic/camping site. F7: Add fire 
rings/picnic tables. H1/H2:  Change operator 
(Possibly Cispus or addition to concession permit). 
Change name Yellowjacket Group Site. This will 
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need alternate source of funding $10,000, possible 
future G-T project. 

60301 BEAR MEADOW INTERP 42   
D3,F1
2,F16,I
4,L1 

2021 2023 $2,500 

D3: Remove 1 non-accessible double vault toilet. L1 
Replace existing composting toilet to a double vault 
toilet (CXT).  I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site.  F16 (Install 
automated satellite fee machine, replaces fee 
tube). Alternate funding sources needed for toilet 
removal and upgrade, $75,000. 

60301 MARBLE MOUNTAIN 
SP/TH 42 SL 

L1,F12
,I3,H3 2021 2022 $1,000 

F6 (Upgrade existing features): Replace existing 
composting toilet with vault toilet. F12: Replace 
climbing register with a metal kiosk.  I3 Fee Change 
(requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging Standard Amenity fee when not operating 
as sno-park, OR include in Monument-wide Pass 
fee plan, if that option is more viable.  Establish fee 
for expanded amenity summer shelter rentals. 
Alternate funding source needed $80,000. 

60303 WICKY SHELTER 42   I3,D3 2021 2021 $0 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for reservable group camp.  install 
additional required site improvements as needed.  
Convert to reservable group site.  D3: Remove cost 
source:  Remove old pit toilet. Alternative funding 
source needed $5000. 

60303 CAMP HOWE 42   H2,L1,
L2 2021 2021 $1,500 

H2: Pursue formal partnership agreement with 
County, local Club or Community Group to formally 
adopt and operate/maintain site, via SUP or other 
formal partnership agreement.L1/L2: In future 
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replace toilets with an accessible precast concrete 
toilet and repair or replace picnic shelter. Alternate 
source of funding needed $30,000.  

60301 BLAST EDGE INTERP 41   F12,I3 2021 2022 $200 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. F12 
Replace interpretive panels.  

60301 SMITH CREEK (99 
ROAD) TH 41   I3,F12 2021 2021 $2,000 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. F12: 
Replace signs. 

60301 
SMITH CREEK 

PICNIC/VIEWPOINT 
INTERP 

41   D3, I4  2021 2021 $0 

D3: Remove cost source. Remove toilet. I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement 
and formal review/approval process, per FLREA):  
Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site, 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 
Alternative source of funding needed $25,000. 

60303 CURLY CREEK FALLS TH 41   F9,L1,I
3 2022 2023 $0 

F9: Pursue improvement of trailhead and larger 
Lewis River Trail Project, as potential FLTP project. 
I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP). L1: Replace toilet with single CXT, 
rehabilitate existing parking, improve/replace 
signage. Needs alternative source of funding 
$30,000  

60303 LEWIS RIVER (QUARTZ 
CR BR) TH 41   L1,L2 2023 2023 $0 

 L1/L2:   Replace/repair sign/bulletin board. 
Improvement trailhead at this site if FLTP funding 
becomes available for larger Lewis River Trail 
Project.  
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60303 LEWIS RIVER BRIDGE 
LOWER (RD 9039) TH 41   

I3,F17,
K1,F12
,F9 

2022 2023 $0 

F9: Pursue improvement of trailhead and larger 
Lewis River Trail Project, as potential FLTP project. 
F12/F17: Install toilet, bulletin board/signage to 
convert site to higher DS TH. I3 Fee Change 
(requires public notification/involvement and 
formal review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP). Needs alternative source of funding 
$50,000.   

60303 LEWIS RIVER HC 41   K2,I4,L
1 2020 2022 $0 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees.  K1: Change site type to 
campground open to non-stock family camping, 
retaining 1-2 stock-only campsites. L1: Replace 
toilet. Remove other unneeded stock facilities. 
Alternative funding source needed $40,000. 

60303 MT. ADAMS HC 41   F16,I4,
J1 2020 2021 $5,000 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees.  J1/F16:  Construct new 
campsites (2-3 new sites), replace/repair 
facilities/furnishings as needed. Alternative source 
of funding needed $12,000 (BCH funding request or 
future fee investment) 

60303 NATURAL BRIDGES TH 41   L2 2023 2023 $0 

   Replace/repair  sign, bulletin board alternative 
funding source needed $500 

60303 PINESIDE SP 41   NC1     $0     

60303 TRAPPER CREEK TH 41   NC1     $0 
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60303 WILLIAMS MINE PCT TH 41   L2 2022 2022 $0 

   Replace/repair signs, features. Alternative funding 
source needed $1000 

60303 WHISTLE PUNK TH 41   L1/L2 2023 2023 $5,000 

L1/L2: Replace/repair toilet, also minor constructed 
features as needed with fee collections. 
Interpretive panels need complete replacement. 
Alternative source of funding for interp. panels 
needed $10,000.  Pursue partnership with 
community group or other volunteer group to 
adopt the site.  

60305 SNOWGRASS HIKERS 
TH 41 ST 

F17,F7
,I3 2021 2021 $0 

F17/F7: Install toilet, picnic table, garbage can, and 
replace/improve signage. I3 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP). This will need alternate source of funding 
$30K. Predicted revenue $6500. 

60303 GRASSY KNOLL TH 41   L2 2021 2021 $0 
L2:   Bulletin board and sign repairs. Alternative 
funding source needed $500 

60305 KILLEN CREEK CG 41   L1 2021 2023 $2,700 
L1:   Replace 9 fire rings (G-T). Replace toilet. This 
will need alternate source of funding $30K. 
Potential G-T Project.  

60305 LAYSER CAVE INTERP 41   L2 2022 2023 $0 
L2:   Improve signage and trail/viewpoint 
structures. Need alternative source of funding 
$5000.  

60303 CULTUS CREEK CG 41   F9,L1,I
4 2021 2023 $0 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
campground fees.  F9/L1: Replace toilets, change 
parking area for trailheads. Need alternative source 
of funding $40,000 (fee revenues) 
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60301 LAVA CANYON INTERP 41 ST 
F9,L1,I
4,F12 2021 2023 $2,500 

F12: Upgrade bulletin board, signage and fee tube 
as soon as possible.  F9/L1: (major 
reconstruction/upgrade): Reconstruct and improve 
site by installing new toilet, repave/stripe parking 
area, new picnic tables, and new animal proof trash 
cans). I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site.  
Alternative source of funding needed $100,000.  

60303 SNOW KING SP 41   NC1     $0     

60301 CASCADE PEAKS INTERP 40   H2,I3,
F16 2021 2022 $2,900 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. H2 (Change 
Operator or Workforce): Explore options with 
communities in and around Randle and 
organizations such as White Pass Scenic Byway. 
F16: Increase/improve services. 

60301 COUGAR SP 40   NC1     $0 

 NC1 (No Change): At this time no change but 
eventually would like to reevaluate and possibly 
decommission this site and advertising Kalama 
Horse Camp as a sno-park in the winter months. 

60303 PETERSON PRAIRIE 
INFO 40   NC1     $0 

     

60305 HORSESHOE LAKE CG 40 RP L1 2020 2021 $1,200 

L1: Replace 1 picnic table, 2 fire rings, repair access 
road ($2K). Potential G-T Projects.  
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60305 PACKWOOD LAKE TH 40 SL NC1     $0 

    

60305 COUNCIL LAKE CG 40   L1,K2  2022 2023 $0 

L1: Replace toilet. K2: Develop Design 
Narrative/Site Plan for future of site. This needs 
alternate source of funding $25K. Pursue 
Stewardship funding?  

60305 SKATE CREEK SP 40   NC1     $0 
    

60303 BASKET TREE INTERP 40   L1 2021 2021 $0 
L1:   Replace interpretive panels. Alternative source 
of funding needed, $2500. Seek Heritage support or 
other partnership.  

60305 CLEAR LOST TH 40   H3 2020 2020 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60301 APE CANYON TH 39   F12,F1
3,I4,I5 2021 2021 $2,000 

 F12 (Improve visitor information and bulletin 
boards): Install a new metal two panel kiosk with 
built in fee tube and map of the local trail system. 
F13 (Improve signing): Improve fee area and 
directional signage leading into site.  Once fee tube 
and signage is installed increase compliance efforts.  
I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60303 BIG HUCKLEBERRY PCT 
TH 39   L2 2023 2023 $0 

L2:   Replace/repair signs. Alternative funding 
source needed $500 

60303 DIVIDE CAMP #112 TH 39   L2 2019 2019 $0 
L2: Replace/repair billboards, alternative funding 
source needed $500 

60303 FILLOON TH 39   NC1     $0     
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60303 KILLEN CREEK #113 TH 39   L2 2022 2022 $0 
L2:   Replace/repair bulletin board. Alternative 
funding source needed $1000 (WSP?) 

60303 LEMEI TH 39   L2 2021 2021 $0 L2:   Replace/repair sign/bulletin board. Alternative 
funding source needed $1000 

60303 LITTLE HUCKLEBERRY 
#49 TH 39   NC1     $0 

    

60303 LOWER BUCK CR #54 TH 39   NC1     $0 

    

60303 MIDDLE FALLS TH 39   F13,F9
,F17,I3 2022 2022 $0 

F9/F13/F17: Pursue improvement of trailhead and 
larger Lewis River Trail Project, as potential FLTP 
project. Improve trailhead, install new toilet, sign, 
bulletin board, improve parking/increase capacity. 
I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP). Needs alternative source of funding 
$50,000 (potential FLTP project) 

60303 MIDDLE TH 39   NC1     $0     

60303 MORRISON CREEK CG 39   F9,H4,
I3 2021 2022 $0 

F9:  Repair/improvement of campground needed 
(reconstruct road, install new picnic tables and 
rings). I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for campground.  Alternative source of 
funding needed, $30,000 

60303 POTATO HILL PCT TH 39   D7 2022 2022 $0 
D7: Remove cost source: Remove horse ramp. 
Alternative funding source needed $1000 
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60303 SAWTOOTH PCT TH 39   NC1     $0 
    

60303 SODA PEAKS TH 39   NC1     $0 
    

60303 SPENCER BUTTE TH 39   NC1     $0 

    

60303 STARWAY 39   NC1     $0     

60303 TROUT CREEK PCT TH 39   NC1     $0 
    

60303 WRIGHT MEADOWS 
(RD.90) TH 39   L2 2023 2023 $0 

L2:   Replace/repair signs, features. Alternative 
funding source needed $1000 

60305 BERRY PATCH TH 39   NC1     $0 
    

60305 BLUE LAKE ORV TH 39   NC1     $0 
    

60305 JOHNSON CREEK SP 39   NC1     $0 

    

60303 BLUFF MOUNTAIN TH 39   L2 2023 2023 $0 
L2:   Replace/repair sign. Alternative funding source 
needed $500 
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60301 LAHAR VIEWPOINT 
INTERP 39   I4,I5,F

12,F13 2021 2021 $2,500 

 F12 (Improve visitor information): Install a new 
metal kiosk with built in fee tube and improve 
interpretive signage. F13 (Improve signage): 
Improve directional signage to the site.  I4 Fee 
Change (requires public notification/involvement 
and formal review/approval process, per FLREA): : 
Increase Monument standard amenity fee for site, 
or convert site to Monument Pass fee site. I5 
(Increase fee compliance efforts)  

60303 EAST FORK 39   NC1     $0     

60305 PIPELINE TRAILHEAD 39   NC1     $0 

    

60303 BIG HOLLOW TH 39   L2 2023 2023 $0 
L2:   Replace/repair sign/bulletin board. Alternative 
funding source needed $500 

60303 SMITH BUTTE SP 39   NC1     $0 
     

60303 TILLICUM CG 39   I4,L2  2020 2021 $0 

I4 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): . Increase 
campground fees. L2: Replace/repair minor 
constructed features in campsites. Alternative 
funding source needed $5000 for road repairs  

60303 MIDDLE SERVICE TH 39   NC1     $0 
    

60303 FALLS CREEK HC 39   L1, 
L2,I3 2021 2021 $0 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for campground. L1/L2:   
Replace/repair features (highlines) and begin 
charging fees. Alternative funding source needed 
$1000 
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60303 SIOUXON TH 39   F17,F1
3,I3,J1 2021 2022 $0 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fees for standard amenity day use site 
(NWFP Site). F13/F17/J1: Install new toilet, picnic 
table, improve signage and expand parking.  Needs 
alternative source of funding $25,000. 

60303 MOUNTAIN VIEW REC. 
CLUB 38   F17,H

3,I3 2023 2023 $0 

I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Begin 
charging fee for reservable group camp. H3: 
Existing partners to continue operations and 
maintenance of site until site converted to fee site. 
F17: Need accessible toilet. Needs alternative 
source of funding $35,000. 

60303 SURPRISE LAKES 38   D3,D4,
E2 2021 2022 $0 

D3/D4: Remove Cost Source, E2 Reduce services.  
Remove features and reduce services consistent 
with Development Scale 2 site. Continue to manage 
site as low DS site.  Pursue partnership to assist 
with management of site. Alternative source of 
funding needed $5000.  

60305 SODA SPRINGS STOCK 
TH 38   H3,F6 2022 2023 $0 

 H3:  Increase use of volunteers; F6: improve 
hitching rail; remove loading ramp 

60301 NORWAY PASS TH 38   I4,F12 2021 2021 $2,000 

F12 Improve signage. I4 Fee Change (requires 
public notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA):  Increase 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site. 

60305 MIDWAY PCT TH 38   H3 2020 2023 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 
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60301 ELK PASS (BOUNDARY 
TR) TH 37   NC1     $0 

NC1:   Continue low service level at this site 

60303 LOWER MONTE CARLO 
TH 37   NC1     $0 

    

60303 MOSQUITO PCT TH 37   NC1     $0 
    

60303 MUDDY MEADOWS #13 
TH 37   L2 2023 2023 $0 

L2:   Replace/repair  sign, bulletin board. 
Alternative source of funding needed $500 

60303 OBSERVATION PEAK TH 37   L2 2023 2023 $0 

   Replace/repair  sign, bulletin board alternative 
funding source needed $500 

60303 PLACID LAKE #29 TH 37   NC1     $0 
    

60303 SALT CREEK TH 37   NC1     $0 
    

60303 SERVICE TH 37   NC1     $0     

60303 SNIPES MOUNTAIN TH 37   NC1     $0 
    

60303 STAGMAN RIDGE TH 37   L2 2022 2022 $0 

L2:    Replace/repair signs and other features. 
Alternative funding source needed $500 
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60305 CARLTON CREEK TH 37   F16 2020 2020 $500 

F16: Relocate TH below the washout. Site already 
exists, just needs signs relocated and installed at 
new site. 

60303 GRAND MEADOWS PCT 
TH 37   NC1     $0 

    

60305 BLUE LAKE HIKER TH 37   H3 2020 2021 $0 

H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60301 JUNE LAKE TH 37   F9,F17
,J1,I3 2021 2023 $0 

F9/J1:  Reconstruct and improve site to better 
accommodate existing use, redesigning the parking 
area, F17 adding a toilet and other required 
amenities.  I3 Fee Change (requires public 
notification/involvement and formal 
review/approval process, per FLREA): Charge 
Monument standard amenity fee for site, or 
convert site to Monument Pass fee site.  
Alternative source of funding needed $40,000 

60301 MONUMENT ENTRY (83 
ROAD) INTERP 37   K1 2019 2019 $0 

K1 (Site Conversion): Reduce and maintain to lower 
Development Scale 2.  

60303 CEDAR FLATS TH 37   H3 2019 2020 $0 

H3:  Volunteer Group (OGWBS) have adopted site 
and will continue to perform O&M at site, and 
repair/replace signs, benches, etc.  Management 
oversight responsibilities returned to MSHNVM.  

60303 CROFTON RIDGE #73 
EAST TH 37   D3 2021 2022 $0 

D3 Remove cost source:  Remove toilet (potentially 
move toilet to site where facility is needed). 
Alternative source of funding needed, $10,000.  
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60305 COLEMAN WEEDPATCH 
TH 37   H3 2020 2020 $0 

H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 LAKE CHRISTINE TH 36   H3 2020 2023 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 GLACIER VIEW TH 36   H3 2020 2020 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60301 GREEN RIVER HC 35   K1,K2 2020 2022 $1,000 

K1/K2 (Site Conversion: Change Development 
Scale): Reduce to a lower development scale (DS2) 
camp area. Keep picnic tables, fire rings, existing 
toilet and trailhead improvements.  Work in 
partnership (possible adopt-a-site) with BCH clubs 
to repair and maintain high lines.  

60305 ANGRY MOUNTAIN TH 35   H3 2021 2023 $0 
H3: Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 HIGH ROCK 
/GREENWOOD LAKE TH 35   H3 2020 2020 $0 

H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 LILY BASIN TH 35   H3 2020 2023 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 QUARTZ CREEK BIG 
TREES INTERP 35   D3,K1 2020 2020 $1,000 

D3 Remove cost source:  K1:  Remove old 
vandalized toilet, reduce development scale of 
Trailhead to DS2 

60305 JACKPOT LAKE TH 35   H3 2020 2020 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 
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60303 COLD SPRING INDIAN 
CG 35   L1,H2 2022 2023 $0 

H2:   Pursue partnership agreement for operation 
and maintenance of this site. L1: Two toilets need 
to be replaced. Need alternative source of funding 
$40,000 

60303 CROFTON RIDGE #73 
WEST TH 35   NC1     $0 

    

60305 CLEAR FORK TH 35   H3 2020 2020 $0 
H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 KINCAID TH 35   H3 2020 2023 $0 H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60305 LILY BASIN STOCK TH 35   H3 2020 2023 $0 

H3:   Increase use of volunteers, otherwise, no 
change (NC1) 

60301 GREEN RIVER TH 33   NC1     $0 
 NC1:  Continue low service level at this site 

60305 GLACIER LAKE TH 33   NC1     $0 
    

60305 JORDAN CREEK TH 32   NC1     $0 
    

60305 SAND LAKE TH 32   NC1     $0 
    

60305 THREE PEAKS TH 32   NC1     $0 
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60305 TATOOSH NORTH TH 32   NC1     $0 

    

60305 CORTRIGHT TH 32   NC1     $0        

60305 BIG CREEK TH 32   NC1     $0 
    

60305 BLUFF LAKE TH 32   NC1     $0 
       

60305 TATOOSH SOUTH TH 32   NC1     $0 

    

60301 LOWER SMITH CREEK 
(ON ROAD 8322) TH 31   NC1     $0 

   NC1 (No Change) 

60301 RED ROCK PASS TH 31   NC1     $0 

   NC1 (No Change) 

60303 BERRY FIELDS INTERP 30   D3 2022 2023 $0 
D3 Remove cost source:  Remove underutilized 
toilet building at site. Needs alternative source of 
funding $7000 

60305 CISPUS ENVIRONMENT 
CENTER 12   H6 2019 2023 $0 

Multi-year Project.   Pursue conveyance of facilities 
to external operator. Alternative source of funding 
may be needed to prepare site and facilities for 
conveyance. Amount needed is unknown at this 
time. 
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60301 CASCADE PEAKS 
CONCESSION 0   A1a 2023 2023 $0 

 A1a Site largely decommissioned already. 
Decommission the large parking area associated 
with the original concession facility and restore 
more natural site conditions. Additional funding 
need to accomplish task. Alternative source of 
funding needed $10,000. 

60301 PINE CREEK BOULDER 
INTERP 0   A1a 2019 2020 $500 

A1a: Decommission Site. Site partially 
decommissioned already. Remove remaining 
facilities and restore site to more natural 
conditions.  

60301 RYAN LAKE INTERP 32   D3,D5,
K1,K2 2021 2022 $0 

D3,D5 Remove cost source and other changes to 
reduce costs: Decommission toilet and remove 
other site amenities/hardscaping, reduce parking 
area.  K1/K2: Reduce development scale/site type 
to DS 2 trailhead. Alternate funding source needed, 
$30,000  

60303 CANYON CREEK CG 0   A1b, 
I1 2019 2021 $0 

A1b: Begin glidepath to decommission site. Remove 
the few remaining vandalized and badly damaged 
facilities and manage as dispersed camping area. I1: 
Eliminate camping fee. Continue exploring possible 
partnerships with local clubs interested in adopting 
site as day use staging or retaining it as a rustic 
camp. If no viable future use of site is identified, 
remove toilet and completely 
decommission/restore site.  Alternative source of 
funding needed to decommission/restore site  
$15,000.  

60303 MEADOW CREEK 
INDIAN CG 0   A1a 2020 2020 $0 

A1a: Decommission site. Largely decommissioned 
and completely restored to natural conditions 
already, remove any remaining visible constructed 
features. Alternative funding source needed $1000. 

60305 RIVERVIEW TH 0   A1a 2022 2023 $0 A1a:  Decommission site. Site permanently 
inaccessible due to access road bridge failure. 
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60305 SUMMIT CREEK CG 0   A1a 2019 2020 $2,500 
A1a: Decommission Site.  Complete 
decommissioning and restoration of site, removing 
all amenities at site.  

60301 BLUE LAKE TH 0   A1a,G
1 2022 2023 $0 

A1a: Decommission site. Decommission impromptu 
trailhead in lahar floodplain.  G1: Construct a new 
site. Improve an existing small parking area (10 
vehicles/trailer parking) along FR81 near Kalama HC 
to replace trailhead. Alternative funding source 
needed $5000. 

60301 CLEARWATER 
VIEWPOINT OS 0   A1a 2019 2020 $200 

A1a: Decommission site. Complete 
decommissioning of site by removing any 
remaining signage and sign bases.   

60301 MOSS SPRING INTERP 0   A1a 2021 2022 $0 
A1a: Decommission site. Remove remaining sign, 
paved parking area. Need alternative source of 
funding $25,000.  

60301 MUDDY RIVER PICNIC 0   A1a 2019 2020 $500 
A1a: Decommission site. Remove any remaining 
picnic tables and signage/sign bases; pullout will 
still be available for dispersed river access. 
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Appendix D- Sustainable Recreation Criteria 
Master List and Regional Special Categories 
SOCIAL 
 
1. How well does the site contribute to the forest’s recreation niche and 

goals, and as associated in primary activities identified in the National 
Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM), or other valid demands/trend data?  

a) 5 - Very well  
b) 3 - Moderately well  
c) 1 - Not very well  

 
2. Does this site serve as a gateway to recreation opportunities and/or has a high degree of 

interdependency or facilitate access to other recreation sites in adjacent area/adjacent corridor?  
a) 5 - This site is directly accessed (e.g. within a mile) by a Designated Scenic Byway and facilitates 

access to multiple (4+) other recreation opportunities. 
b) 4 - This site is directly accessed by a highway/primary road and facilitates access to multiple 

(4+) other recreation opportunities. 
c) 3 - This site is a short distance (e.g. < 3 miles) from a highway/primary road and facilitates 

access to (3+) other recreation opportunities.  (TH accessible, and popular) 
d) 2 - This site is some distance (e.g. > 3 miles) from a highway/primary road and facilitates access 

to (2+) other recreation opportunities.  ( TH, remote and popular) 
e) 1 - This site is a longer distance (e.g. > 5 miles) from a highway/primary road and facilitates 

access to (1+) other recreation opportunities.  (TH remote, not popular)   

Notes: Other recreation opportunities are beyond those primarily offered directly at the site.   
A site must minimally meet all requirements in a criterion or it bumps down one ranking.  If site 

 facilitates access to more recreation opportunities it bumps up to next higher score.   
Primary Road = Paved.  

3. Are there other providers, or other FS sites similar to this site that offer a similar 
opportunity/experience within an acceptable drive-time, or is the site highly desirable and/or 
unique?  That is, if this site were to go away, would people miss it substantially or are there nearby 
alternatives?   

a) 5 - There are no others OR the others are typically operating at full-capacity during the same 
season. 

b) 3 - There are others although they may be more distant and/or offer somewhat different 
opportunities. 

c) 1 - There are others that offer similar opportunities and a similar drive time. 
 

4. Is this site flexible to changing demands and demographic trends or already accommodating 
demographically diverse user types? e.g., (e.g., larger group use, universal design/accessibility, 
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additional language signing, cell and wi-fi access, equestrian or OHV components, discovery trails 
for youth, play areas, etc.). 

a) 5 - This site receives significant use from demographically diverse user types and already 
accommodates evolving visitor needs. 

b) 3 - This site receives some use from demographically diverse user types and could 
accommodate evolving visitor needs with minor modifications. 

c) 1 - This site receives little to no use from demographically diverse user types and cannot be 
modified to accommodate evolving visitor needs without substantial modifications and 
expense. 

 
ECONOMIC 
 
1. What is the potential to work with agencies, concessionaires, partners or volunteer hosts to manage 

(e.g. perform operations and maintenance) the site?   
a) 5 – On site concessionaires/partners/volunteers are in place actively managing the site (hosts). 
b) 4 – Concessionaires/partners/volunteers are used at site for facility O&M but hosts not on site. 
c) 3 - Partners/volunteers are used at site for greeting visitors but role could be expanded. 
d) 2 – Has potential for partnerships/volunteers but nothing in place.  (We haven’t looked yet) 
e) 1 – No potential partnerships or volunteers.  (We’ve tried but haven’t been successful). 

 
2. Is there a need to invest significant (e.g. $20,000+) funding in this site within the next 5 years?   

(Could be to prevent a partial or complete site closure, correct safety issues, upgrade facilities, 
protect resources, expand capacity, add or decommission a major feature, etc.)   

a) 5 - No, do not anticipate a substantial investment need. 
b) 3 - Possibly, depending on scope of work and timing (discuss both components). 
c) 1 - Yes, imminent need.  May not be able to continue to operate site or part of the site without 

investing significant funding. 
Note: CRV and DM data really help inform this determination.  Also consider: condition of the parking 
lots and interior roads. 
 

3. Is this a fee site or is there an existing outside dedicated funding source? (Is it now or can it become 
more self-sustaining?)  

a) 5 - Yes 
b) 3 - Partially (strong donation base; fee site but fees inadequate; subsidized by county; etc.)  
c) 1 - No 

 
4. Can reasonable, reliable, sustainable road access to this recreation site be provided/retained for the 

next 5(+) years?  
a) 5 - This site is located on a road considered high priority to maintain and receives funding to 

maintain appropriate access consistent with the Development Scale of the site (Maintenance 
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level 4-5 road provides access to Dev Scale 3-4-5 rec site, receives Federal Highway $ or similar 
dedicated funding) 

b)   3 - This site is located on a road considered to be a medium priority to maintain for road 
access and maintenance OR receives intermittent funding to maintain appropriate access 
consistent with the Development Scale of the site (Maintenance level 3 road provides access to 
Dev Scale 2-3 rec site) 

c)   1 - This site is located on a road considered to be a low priority for maintaining road access 
and maintenance OR receives no funding to maintain appropriate access consistent with the 
Development Scale of the site (Maintenance level 2 road provides access to Dev Scale 2 or 
higher rec site) 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

1. Does the current site and adjacent area show evidence of substantial impacts to resource conditions 
that are likely due (at least in part) to the site’s current condition, design, or use level?  

a) 5 - No, the site does not currently have substantial resource impacts.   
b) 3 - Yes, there are some resource impacts but they could be mitigated with some investment. 
c) 1 - Yes, impacts are substantial and difficult to mitigate without substantial investment. 

 
Consider: Vegetative trampling (foot & vehicle), soil impacts from vehicles off hardened site, brush and 
tree cutting, erosion due to poor drainage, girdled trees, trash and human waste, vandalism to 
structure function.    

 
2. Does the site have a history of or high potential for requiring mitigation or repeated replacement of 

features due to harsh environmental conditions, hazardous conditions, theft or structural vandalism, 
frequent graffiti removal or other safety risks?  

a) 5 - No 
b) 3 - Somewhat, but there is no known history of personal injury or property damage. 
c) 2 - Yes, and there are some characteristics of the site that increase the risk of damage (user 

type, close proximity to town, antagonistic local population, known bear encounters, proximity 
to natural hazards). 

d) 1 - Yes, and there is a known history of personal injury or substantial property damage 

Consider:  Bear observations or encounters, cliff area, avalanche path, landslide zone, flood potential, 
structural vandalism or repeated graffiti events, bark beetle/mistletoe or other significant/greater than 
average hazard tree sources.  (Refer to any risk assessments) 

 
3. Is there potential to create substantial adverse environmental, health, or safety impacts if this site is 

closed or decommissioned? (e.g. site is providing positive benefits to protecting resources) 

a) 5 - High potential - likely to create substantial environmental, health, or safety issues (e.g. 
human sanitation issues). 
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b) 3 - Moderate potential - some impacts likely to occur; mitigation efforts would likely be 
needed.  

c) 1 - Little or no potential - any impacts would be minor and acceptable. 

 Consider:  Larger sites will have higher potential impacts due to size of footprint to remove. 
Higher development scale will have higher potential impacts due to amount and type of 
facilities.  
Sites closer to towns and communities will have higher potential impacts due to access. 
 

4. Is site capacity being exceeded and causing resource damage? 
a) 5 - No, there are no resource impacts or mitigation is in place 
b) 3 - Some of the time 
c) 1 – Yes, all the time 

Consider:  Capacity management defines where people can go. 
Keep people from negatively impacting the resource.  No capacity issue? - 5      
 

Categories   

Sites are initial prioritized by how they score in the four sustainability criteria spheres.  Region Six developed 
special categories to allow forests to identify sites with special or unique user preferences, resource protection 
benefits, and other specific qualities.   

Category Name Description - Comment 

ST Signature Tourism Site Sites best representing non-local user preferences and 
the character of the forest (1-2/District).  Will Operate 

SL Signature Local Site 
Sites best representing local user preferences and the 
character of the forest. (1-2/District) Should Operate if 
possible 

RP Resource Protection 
Site 

Sites needed to protect highly sensitive resource 
value(s).  Without the site the resource will suffer 
serious degradation. (1-2/District).  Will Operate 

CH Cultural/Historical Site 
Sites of substantial cultural/historical significance that 
would lose tourism and/or forest identity if closed. Will 
Operate 

VC National and Other 
Visitor Centers 

National Grasslands Visitor Center Will Operate  
Other Visitor Centers in good condition located and 
described on forest visitor maps. Should Operate if 
possible  

SB Scenic Byway Related 
Sites associated with National or State designated Scenic 
Byways are within 1 mile from the byway.  Should 
Operate 

Notes: 
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• These special categories indicate a preference for continuing to operate and maintain 
sustainably into the future, if possible. 

• Not every site can be qualified as a Signature Tourism, Signature Local, or Resource Protection 
site. Special categories were limited to 1-2 most significant sites per District/Monument.  

• All sites should support the setting (i.e. resource) and the needs/benefits to the visitor. 
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Appendix E- Gifford Pinchot National Forest Niche   
Forest Recreation Niche/Vision 

Niche is what the forest has to offer in terms of special places, opportunities and potential experiences, 
overlapped with what people desire (demand) and expect in terms of outdoor recreation from public lands.  
Forest staff used the Forest Recreation Niche during this analysis effort.  The Forest Recreation Niche was 
initially developed during the 2007-2008 RFA and was reviewed and modified with current demand/trend data 
and to include better descriptions of the Gateway and Front Country niche settings not completely described 
in the initial niche development work.  A description of Special Places and Opportunities found in the three 
administrative units (Ranger Districts and Monument) was developed and included in the Forest Recreation 
Niche.   

 

Dynamic Landscape at the Heart of the Cascades 

Nestled among several nearby urban population centers, the Gifford Pinchot is a traditional working forest and 
popular destination for quality outdoor recreation opportunities.  The forest is internationally recognized for 
the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument, which provides visitors a unique opportunity to explore 
and learn about volcanoes and volcanic landscapes in a living laboratory setting.  Snow-capped peaks mark the 
Cascade Range along the Forest’s eastern border, where majestic Mount Adams and the Goat Rocks 
Wilderness sit as a backdrop surrounded by lush forest scenery, cascading streams, and small mountain lakes.  
One hundred thirty-six miles of the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail meander through this high elevation 
splendor.  Outdoor recreation opportunities range from highly developed recreation sites in front country 
settings to remote hiking, camping and wildlife viewing.  The combination of easily accessed day use 
opportunities in proximity to urban population centers and expansive backcountry landscapes allows the 
Forest to connect with millions of visitors annually, while supporting tourism and quality of life for local 
residents.   

Niche Settings and Opportunities 

Niche is what the forest has to offer in terms of special places, opportunities and potential experiences, 
overlapped with what people desire and expect in terms of outdoor recreation from public lands.  The Gifford 
Pinchot Niche is comprised of four Niche settings.  The Gateways setting provide easy access to high-end 
developed portal facilities designed for large numbers of visitors.  The Forest Travelways setting provides 
visitors access further into the forest and developed facilities that support a variety of day use and overnight 
recreation activities and provide access to the less developed Backcountry and Wilderness settings.    

Gateways – This setting provides primary access to the forest via state and county highways.  The Gateways 
allow for direct connections between adjacent communities and private lands to the forest and convenient 
access for visitors from urban areas.  Access is generally excellent with high quality roads serving all travelers.  
Recreation sites within the Gateway setting are designed for and receive high concentrations of visitor use.  
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More iconic Forest Service sites include Ranger Stations and Interpretive Visitor Centers.  Sites within this 
setting are often highly developed and play a critical role in offering a welcoming portal to the forest. 

Forest Travelways – Connected to Gateways, this setting consists primarily of arterial Forest Roads.  The 
effects of forest restoration projects are occasionally evident, yet the area remains predominantly natural 
appearing.  Typically well maintained with good signage, Forest Travelways are widely known and frequently 
used by forest visitors.  Large developed campgrounds and day use sites within the setting serve many front 
country users and support activities such as camping, hiking, picnicking, scenic driving, while also providing 
access points to backcountry opportunities (trailheads, Sno-Parks).  

Backcountry – Located beyond Forest Travelways, this setting offers a sense of independence and self-reliance 
with a more rustic composition of recreation sites, roads, and trails.  Active forest vegetation and restoration 
projects are evident in this setting, however such evidence usually harmonizes with the natural environment.  
Activities supported by this setting are camping, hiking and backpacking, horseback riding, mountain biking, 
OHV riding, hunting, fishing, and winter activities such as snowmobiling and Nordic skiing.  Traditional forest 
uses such as berry-picking and mushroom harvesting are also prevalent. 

Wilderness/Remote – Designated wildernesses and similarly managed backcountry areas offer visitors an 
experience of remoteness and isolation.  Opportunities for solitude and unconfined recreation exist where 
natural processes shape the landscape.  There is little to no development, aside from trailheads, minimal 
signing, and the occasional trail structure.  Activities are non-motorized and non-mechanized only and include 
hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, and mountain climbing.  This setting varies in proximity to Travelways 
and ranges from lower elevation old growth forests to subalpine and alpine ecosystems.    
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This table displays the types of settings, activities, site types, and site development levels for each of the four 
niche settings on the forest.  This “Niche Bridge” is intended to guide managers making decisions on types of 
recreation developments maintained and invested in on their units.   

 
 

 

 

 

  

Setting Names:

Setting Description: 
(paraphrased from niche 
setting description)

Site Function/Theme: (How 
sites are designed and 
managed to best meet the 
Niche)

Key Activities: (In support of the 
Niche for the coming Decade)

Site Type/Development Scale: 
Needed to provide key 

activities
Site Type Dev Scale Site Type Dev Scale Site Type Dev Scale Site Type Dev Scale

Visitor 
Center/Info 
Station

DS 4-5 Overnight Sites 
(CG, Cabins)

DS 3-4
Overnight Sites 
(Camps, Cabins, 
Lookouts)

DS 2-3 Trailheads DS 1-2

Interpretive 
Sites

DS 4-5 Group Camps DS 3-4 Group Camps DS 3 Designated Sites DS 0-1

Day Use DS 4-5 Horse Camps DS 3-4 Horse Camps DS 3

Overnight Sites DS 4-5 Day Use (Picnic, 
Boat)

DS 3-4 Trailheads DS 2-3

Interpretive 
Sites

DS 3-4 Observation 
Sites

DS 2-3

Site Capacity:  (Very High >500; 
High 100-500; Medium 40-100; 
Low 12-40; Very Low 1-12) 

Visitor Centers and Info Stations, 
Interpretive sites, Day Use sites at 

key destinations/attractions, 
campgrounds, trailheads, trails 

Scenic drives, camping and other 
overnight accommodations, day 

use sites, interpretive sites, 
trailheads, a diversity of 

motorized and non-motorized 
trails and winter recreation 

opportunities

Variety of motorized and non-
motorized trail  opportunities, 

attraction based recreation 
opportunities (caves, lakes, berry 

fields, cl imbing etc)

Wilderness dependent activities 
(hiking, backpacking, horse 
packing/riding, cl imbing)

Very High Medium High Low Medium Low - Very Low

(Sites will  be built to the lowest 
development scale possible to 

maintain visitor experience and 
protect the resource)

Gifford Pinchot Niche Bridge for Developed Recreation (6/2018)

Niche Emphasis:  Well-developed visitor information/services in Gateway nodes; more highly developed sites in Front Country serving as portals/staging 
areas, leading to more rustic backcountry settings and sites, and wilderness opportunities with few developments. 

Gateways (Communities, Primary 
Access and Visitor Contact Nodes)

Front Country (Forest Access 
Corridors)

Back Country Wilderness

High-end developed portal 
facil ities designed for easy 

access and welcoming first-time 
and diverse visitors

Provides facil ities to enjoy front 
country opportunities and to 

access backcountry

Provides opportunity to 
experience sense of "getting 

away" with lower standard roads 
and rustic development

This setting provides solitude and 
opportunity to get away from 

motorized uses.

Highly developed sites to 
facil itate large numbers of 

diverse visitors enjoyment and 
connection to the outdoors 

Provide portals and opportunities 
for visitors to enjoy front country, 
or staging areas to safely access 

less developed back country

Facil itates getting away, self-
supported, less developed, forest 

attractions

Visitor is on own to engage 
directly with forest and 

wilderness, practicing leave no 
trace
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Recreation sites on the Forest are further organized into the three main administrative Ranger District and 
Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument areas.  The following table illustrates the typical settings, 
special places, and opportunities offered in these three administrative areas. 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
AREA: 

Cowlitz Valley  
Ranger District 

Mount Adams  
Ranger District 

Mount St. Helens National 
Volcanic Monument 

SETTING:  North end of the Forest 
 Adjacent to Mount Rainier 

National Park 
 Furthest from urban areas 
 Generally less well known and 

more remote 

 South end of the Forest 
 Adjacent to the Columbia 

River Gorge National Scenic 
Area 

 Closest to urban areas 

 West side of the Forest 
 Near the I-5 Corridor 
 Most developed 
 Very well-known and heavily 

visited 

SPECIAL PLACES:  Goat Rocks, Tatoosh, Glacier 
View, William O. Douglas 
Wildernesses 

 Dark Divide Roadless Area 
 High elevation lakes 

 Mount Adams, Indian 
Heaven, Trapper Creek 
Wildernesses 

 Lava and huckleberry fields 
 Forest’s one designated Wild 

& Scenic River (White 
Salmon)  

 Mount St. Helens - Living 
laboratory showcasing effects 
of 1980 eruption and 
succeeding recovery 

 Interpretive Visitor Centers 
and Observatory 

 Mount Margaret Backcountry 
 Climber’s Bivouac 
 Ape Cave 

OPPORTUNITIES:  Portal to east side MSHNVM 
& south side MRNP 

 Scenic drives & viewing 
opportunities 

 Wildlife viewing 
 Hiking/backpacking 
 Horseback riding 
 Mountain biking 
 Kayaking/canoeing 
 Greatest concentration of 

developed campgrounds & 
OHV trail riding 

 Berry picking & mushroom 
gathering 

 Hunting & fishing 
 Winter activities 

(snowmobiling, proximity to 
White Pass Ski Area) 

 

 Southeast portal to MSHNVM 
 Scenic drives & viewing 

opportunities 
 Wildlife viewing 
 Mountaineering 
 Hiking/backpacking 
 Horseback riding 
 Mountain biking 
 Kayaking/canoeing/white 

water rafting 
 OHV trail riding 
 Small rustic campgrounds 
 Cabin rentals 
 Berry picking & mushroom 

gathering 
 Hunting & fishing 
 Winter activities 

(snowmobiling, x-c skiing, 
snowshoeing) 

 High level of interpretive and 
educational opportunities 

 Best opportunities for large 
group events 

 Caving 
 Scenic drives & viewing 

opportunities 
 Wildlife viewing 
 Mountaineering 
 Hiking/backpacking 
 Horseback riding 
 Mountain biking 
 Dispersed camping 
 Winter activities 

(snowmobiling, x-c skiing, 
snowshoeing) 
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Appendix F. Questionnaire Results Summary 
QI What specific sites are important to you and why?  Approximately 100 sites (CG, TH, HC, etc.) were 
mentioned. Reasons:  Share with their families, because they’ve been recreating there for years, to see 
waterfalls, to see wildflowers, love being out in nature, local business.   

Q2 Do you prefer a developed or primitive recreation experience?  Developed = 43%, Primitive=57%  

 

Developed 
(restroom, 
picnic 
table, fire 
ring, camp 
host, etc.)  

 

Primitive 
(no 
facilities) 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Q3 What services are important to you at developed recreation sites? 

 

Camp hosts 

 

Drinking water 

 

Parking 

 

Picnic tables 

 

Restrooms 

 

Signage 

 

Trash pick up 

 

Other (specify) 

 

      0%            10%          20%    30%       40%     50%   60% 70% 80%      90%   100% 

Other: group sites, highly developed (wi-fi, showers, store), RV, solitude, horse amenities, fire ring, security, information. 

 



 

 

Q4 We use fees to help pay for site maintenance. Would you be willing to…? 

 

pay more at current  

fee site 

 

 

pay a fee for better... 

 

0%           20%          40%        60%       80%          100% 

 

Q5 The Forest Service can use partnerships or concessions to operate developed recreation sites. 
Would you be in favor of sites operated by... 

 

 

Forest Service 

partners 

 

Commercial 

 permittees 

 

Other (specify) 

 

                                                       0%             20%      40%      60%       80%      100% 

Other:  Volunteers, Forest Service, No commercial, Partners/concessions, non-profit, anything  

 

Q6 What specific ideas do you have for sharing stewardship at sites that are important to you?  

Partnerships and volunteers made up the majority of responses.  Other responses included 
education/information, increase fees/donate, commercially sponsored events, incentive/recognition to 
volunteers, FS sponsored events (clean-up days). 
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